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SESSION 1: 
THE MARCH '77 MOSCOW MEETINGS: 

PREPARATION, CONDUCT Atl\c1> AFTERMATH 

JAMES BLIGHT: We have only until .5:45 this afternoon to cover one of the most significant 

periods of modem times. We don't want to cheat the topics, periods and episodes that came late 

in the Carter-Brezhnev years, so let's get seated and let's get going. While we're being seated, 

I would like to remind us of the active involvement in this project of some people who are not 

here today, at the official "launch" of the Carter-Brezhnev project. President Carter is aware of 

what we are up to, principally through Bob Pastor. He will participate in person at the 

appropriate time. Cy Vance set us moving toward this particular meeting last April. when janet. 

Tom Weiss and I met with him in New York. Cy admonished us to get moving because, as he 

said, "we're not getting any younger and there is potentially much to be learned." Cy would be 

here. of course, had he not taken on his current heroic mission of attempting to bring peace to 

the former Yugoslavia. He sends greetings from his temporary home in Geneva. Georgy 

Kornienko has played a motivating role on the Russian side and wishes very much that he could 

be here, but his doctor recommended against air travel until he recovers more fully from a recent 

illness. Finally, I want to mention Walt Slocombe. Until yesterday, Walt planned on being here. 

But he had an accident and broke a couple of teeth. He told janet yesterday that he 

We to agree assessment: that 
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VIKTOR KOMPLEKTOV: He could write them over there [on easels provided for this 

purpose; laughter]. 

BLIGHT: Ah. yes. the famous "Slocombe charta." Yes. I should have told Walt that we would 

provide an opportunity to revisit the charts of arms control options that became famous to all of 

you involved in the SALT ll negotiations. 

Okay. now, without further ado, let me mention how we'd like this to proceed. Bach of 

the four sessions will be provoked by some "hired guns." In our first session, devoted to the 

March 1977 Vance mission to Moscow, Mark Garrison and Viktor Komplektov will lead off. 

The purpose of the opening provocations is to remind us of the issues and to recall as best you 

can the way the situation looked and felt at the time. J 
After the opening remarks are concluded. I will open up the discussion: fmt to the 

"actors" (or veterans) on each side, then to the rest of us. We will use the Joe Nye one

fmger/two-fmger. one-hand/two-hand, escalation dominance rule as to the order of speaking. If 

you have a comment exactly--! mean exactly--on a point being discussed. you should raise two 

fingers. This allows you to jump to the head of the queue. If you'd like to make a more general 

remark, or if you wish to change the topic of conversation. please raise one finger and I'll put 

you on 

JOSEPH JR.: to to a 

to comments. 
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BLIGHT: You have just heard it from the inventor of the one-fmger/two--finger rule. H your 

comments follow a one~fmger intervention, your remarks had better be short. perspicacious and 

punchy. So. let us begin with Mark Garrison and Viktor Komplektov. 

MARK GARRISON: Who goes first? 

BLIGHT: rll leave that up to the two of you. 

KOMPLEKTOV: Mark. of course. 

GARRISON: Well, I don't know. H the objective is to provoke things we may not be the right 

two people to start because, as Viktor said last night, we have always agreed on everything 

[laughter]. 

KOMPLEKTOV: This is a "famous flrst": I cede the floor to Mark. 

BLIGHT: There perhaps be some present who missed the irony in Viktor's and Mark's 

we are the beginning a new with Mark and 

even on we can to 

GARRISON: at seem to two 
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discussions. But fact it really isn't because, frankly speaking. I was not involved in the 

preparation of the U.S. SALT position. I didn't know what our fmal position was until well after 

we got to Moscow. Viktor, on the other hand, was much more involved on the Soviet side. and 

so were his colleagues who are here today. However. I think we should take note of the fact that 

the Soviet position coming into those talks on SALT was relatively straightforward and simple. 

Perhaps. therefore. it did not require a lot of preparation. 

In any case, thanks to the memoirs of Jimmy Carter. and Zbigniew Brzezinski 

(particularly Br:z~zinski). and thanks to Ray Garthoff's little book [laughter], I now know a lot 

more about the U.S. preparations. In addition, of course. there are people here today who have 

first-hand information. I do hope that we will go beyond the details of the SALT options and 

try to reconstruct. if we can, the underlying attitudes and objectives on each side. I also hope we 

discuss the differing and competing approaches of the two sides. To that end I think we ought 

to look at the priorities that some of the main players on each side attached to strategic arms 

control, and the function they believed was served by arms control, as well as whether and how 

to link SALT n to other issues. I think by going down that path we may get some answers to 

the questions on our agenda: what opportunity did we miss and why did we miss it? 

The various meltnOtrs give us a basis for sketching out where the principle Americans 

on a ................... on nuclear arms t"nnrrt·u own 

was retJtectecl. it 
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Vance put less emphasis on the danger of nuclear weapons as such, holding instead that 

the main problem was containing Soviet expansionism while, at the same time, moderating U.S.

Soviet tensions. It was in the latter context that he viewed the significance of SALT-as an 

important component of U.S.-Soviet relations and improving those relations. Vance accepted the 

fact of linkage, it would seem, because he thought that everything affecting the U.S. view of the 

Soviet Union, including human rights, had a bearing on the eventual ratification of an agreement 

But of course, as we know, he favored quiet diplomacy in order not to impede the negotiation 

of the agreement. 

Brzezinski says that he saw SALT as the principal test of Soviet intentions and possibly 

a way to halt what he viewed as the Soviet military buildup. This "litmus test" view was 

eventually embodied in the slogan "cooperation or confrontation," the choice being left to the 

Soviet Union. It also contained the seeds of direct linkage to the Hom of Africa issue, which 

had a brief prominence in 1978. 

None of us, I trust, will forget another key player on the American side: Henry ("Scoop") 

Jackson--Senator Jackson, who was pushing Carter very hard on both human rights and on SALT. 

Jackson saw the relationship, as far as I could tell, as a completely zero-sum game which the 

United States should play to win. His 23-page memo to Carter in February 1977 ought to be one 

our arsenal for studying that period. 

I To me, it 

as an Protracted 
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the Soviet leaders seemed to see Carter as being particularly anxious to get a SALT treaty. they 

themselves practiced a form of linkage. If Carter wanted SALT he would have to recognize the 

new balance of forces in the world and the Soviet status as the other superpower. At least that's 

the way it seemed to me. rd like some reaction to this from our Soviet colleagues. 

Now. as to my question for the Soviet side. In preparing for the March 1977 discussions, 

was any thought given to, in effect. trying to win Carter over by playing ball with him? I would 

be interested in how Ambassador Dobrynin and his embassy characterized this new president to 

your colleagues in Moscow. as you began to get acquainted with Carter, Vance and Brzezinski. 

I would also like to ask--1 guess this is a second question: Was Brezhnev pretty much out of it. 

in terms of the discussions about strategy? If that was the case, was it Ustinov who was calling 

the shots? What was the relationship between Ustinov and Gromyko'? And what role, if any. 

did Brezhnev's staff--for example, Aleksandrov-play in all of this? 

Finally. rd like to register a couple of more or less operational thoughts. I was struck 

by how serious the White House took the correspondence--the letters between Brezhnev and 

Carter--in these early months of Carter's presidency. and by the frequency of the letters back and 

forth. So I hope that we •n put our minds to trying to get all of those letters, all of that 

the effect the letters had. My other thought is 

course. a 

to 
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BLIGHT: Mark has taken eight and a half minutes and has been, as usual. a model of clarity. 

But I remind you: eight and a half is more than five. which is what we should strive Viktor, 

you and Mark have always agreed on everything. perhaps what we should do. to save time, 

is to ask you if you agree with everything Mark has said. Viktor [laughter]? 

KOMPLEKTOV: Well. I agree with Mark's questions. yes [laughter]. 

BLIGHT: Ambassador Viktor Komplektov. 

KOMPLEKTOV: Let me begin by touching on some of the items in the background in which 

the March meeting was held. I will start with a description of the 1976 presidential race. We 

should not forget that at that time the very word "detente" was dropped from the official U.S. 

rhetoric. When Ronald Reagan entered the race, I personally believe that he pushed both Jimmy 

Carter and President Ford far to the right of their original positions, as far as international issues 

were concerned. This is my first point. Then. as Mark noted, we cannot discount the 

influence of Senator Jackson. If you look through the chronology [compiled by the National 

Archive and distributed to conference participants before the conference]. you will find 

~:~..,..;vu,•" ... ~.ct ... r·,...,,,,.. to Carter meets and they both agree 

at the 
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whether you remember Senator Jackson's theory at that time. He believed that in the natural 

evolution of technology. if there were no modifJ.Cations and no new types of ICBMs (leaving 

aside SLBMs and other types), these heavy ICBMs would fade out naturally in 10 or 15 years. 

without being replaced. 

I also want to draw your attention, again, to the chronology: specifically January 18. 1977, 

and the Tula speech by Brezhnev. He there defined our notion of detente as competing with each 

other. but emphasizing the resolution of our outstanding issues by peaceful means, through 

negotiations. But Brezhnev's major point was that the Soviet Union does not seek superiority 

in any military capacity beyond what is needed for deterrence. I stress this word: "deterrence." 

As far as I remember, this was the first time that Brezhnev or any of our political or military 

leaders mentioned deterrence as a rationale for our strategic forces. Militarily, we had always 

thought--that is, our professional military people thought and said publicly--that no matter what 

kind of nuclear strike we might receive, we must have the capability to secure a crushing 

retaliatory strike. But on January 18, 1977 Brezhnev said, for the flrst time, that our goal was 

deterrence. That was a big move forward in our military thinking. And note the date: two days 

before the inauguration of President Carter. 

Now to the 1977 meeting We very I:'Pnnn<' preparations 

between 

some 
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missiles. This seemed to us to be inconsistent with the letters of our common interest. 

which had by 1977 been long-standing and had been negotiated at the Geneva talks. By 

"misinterpretation" I mean that each side misinterpreted the other, possibly because of incorrect 

translation. Sometimes missiles were called "ballistic missiles." sometimes "cruise missiles." and 

sometimes simply "missiles." That caused technical problems. but was somehow cleared up 

during a later round of talks. 

We are accustomed to calling the March 1977 meeting a failure because we did not agree 

on far-reaching reductions, or "deep cuts" in strategic forces. I disagree with this interpretation. 

Let us look at that meeting with benefit of hindsight. From that point on our positions got closer 

to each other, closer to meeting halfway on the substantial issues concerning SALT. This 

resulted in 1979 in the signing the SALT n treaty. The treaty was observed by both sides and 

became a model for later developments. 

In addition. I would say that because of the initiative that began in March 1977, the entire 

sphere of arms control and disarmament negotiation was enlarged through the establishment of 

several working groups, dealing with chemical warfare, conventional arms, and so on. As you 

know, these were were pursued more aggressively ten years or so later, but the foundations for 

CllSl:us:stOilS were laid during that period, in the Carter era generally and at the March 

is my seoond 

at 
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m~tion~ politioU at the time, bearing in mind also some internatio~ 

happenmp and events which were beyond our control. Then there were all the regional hot

spots that constantly got the way of our good relations. 

So I would say that, in gener~. the entire Carter period in Soviet-American relations was 

a sort of a transition from the euphoria of the early 70s on detente to a more clear-cut 

understanding of what can be done between our two countries to keep their relations m good 

balance. Well. of course we can go into Mghanistan. but this is another story. And despite 

Mghanistan. we managed somehow to save the SALT process. which later on provided us with 

the ability to discuss the intermediate-range b~tic missiles and and also the recent START 

agreement. Thank you. 

BLIGHT: Thank you. Ambassador Viktor Komplektov. Ambassador Dobrynm, and then 

Ambassador Shulman. 

ANA TOLY F. DOBRYNIN: Allow me just to make a very few remarks, in response to Mark 

Garrison's question about what the embassy told Moscow about this newcomer. President Carter. 

I say that at the beginning. we looked at the newcomer rather cautiously because we 

The most ft'nf'\l'V'irant 
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I would say attaching a few, let us say "reforms" on the [Vladivostnk} treaty. seemed to 

us like an ambush. In addition, the human rights issue became very prominent in our way of 

thinking about the President and his new administration. Very early in the administration, we 

discussed this human rights issue-more than twelve times, I think. Also. I had tn wonder. as you 

say: what were the names of your people in the State Department, in the White House, who I 

knew before. and who were willing to do their best to help Mr. Carter on human rights 

questions? On any question--even involving the President and Prime Minister Sadat--the 

President would say "I am not trying to needle the Soviet Union, but I am going to speak openly 

about human rights because this is my conviction." But I want tn emphasize that the people in 

Moscow. they were human beings too. This constant repetition of human rights slogans got to 

them. To Leonid Brezhnev, in particular, the United States was a little bit "overly-public." This 

is what he said. 

My own impression was that in the beginning, President Carter was so sure of our 

devotion to detente, that he had convinced himself that we would swallow anything for the sake 

of detente. I knew many people on our side who were in the middle of Soviet/ American 

relations who worried that Carter's approach was dangerous for detente. They said: "he may do 

what he is doing but, please, not make so many public statements, which is definitely not 

continued. Our was theme of human could have 

so going to on 
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I must say: that was outrageous! So. in Moscow. there was no discussion. They viewed the 

letter and the address [at the UN. March 17 1977] of the President. as a sign that Carter was 

yielding to pressure from the right wing to worsen our political relations. This is why there was 

a decision to answer President Carter in a rather strong way. 

Carter's was also a futile position regarding human rights. He seemed to be in a rush to 

do all sorts of things. But the harping on human rights seemed to us to be really an indication 

of things--the kind of things-we could expect from this President. The letter from Brezhnev two 

weeks later was clear: deep reductions? we•re not going to make any deep reductions. Brezhnev 

thought it was outrageous. I told President Carter: "be • s not going to make this deep reduction 

because it is simply impossible." We already had an acceptable agreement which had been 

worked out in Vladivostok. That was what we wanted in Moscow. But no. President Carter 

wanted to go further and further. He kept insisting on some changes; be kept saying we should 

change it. we should have much more drastic reductions. I make no attempt to say whether it 

was fair or not fair for Carter to make such requests. Looking back. it is clear that those who 

put together the Carter proposal were opposed to peanuts [laughter]. Oh excuse me. I'm sorry 

[more laughter]. 

It is important to understand the Vladivostok talks. For Brezhnev it was very difficult 

comes 
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began. In our minds we began to tbink that perhaps the new proposal was meant simply to 

embarrass the Soviet Union. So this made it a very difficult proposal to accept because. as I 

mentioned. the Politburo was aghast. Io Moscow, it generally looked like a propaganda ploy. 

It was connected, in general. with other [human rights] proposals-unacceptable proposals--which, 

so it appeared. were presented just for the sake of embarrassing us. 

So overall, the new U.S. proposal in March 1977 created a difficult. a very difficult 

situation. He [Brezhnev] spoke about this error to Gromyko. and our military. He said: "there 

is already some agreement and suddenly all this was proposed by President Carter. He shouldn't 

have done this at all." This was again such a step back--on SALT. on human rights. I was told: 

"Anatoly. we're going to have trouble on this human rights issue for four years." 

Thank you. This is the background. The new proposal was a rude violation of our 

previous understanding. We thought it wasn't serious. but an attempt to harrass us, to embarrass 

us. 

[Brief discussion in Russian between Dobrynin and Komplektov]. 

DOBRYNIN: Now. I should mention about Senator Jackson. You know quite well the 

..,~J,u:u.<~Jl Jackson. Jackson. it was an 

me: he got 

to 
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RAYMOND L. GARTH OFF: When was that? 

DOBRYNIN: I think it was in 1977 or 1978. 

GARmOFF: Early 1977? 

KOMPLEKTOV: It was in the last half of 1977, or early 1978. 

DOBRYNIN: And so, it was quite alright. The condition under which he would accept the 

invitation was, of course, that he could visit with dissidents. Nowadays, of course, it would be 

really no problem. But at that time, it was really hard. I said to the Senator: "Conditions? Are I 
you not going to the President of the Soviet Union on his invitation?" "So," he said. ''I will 

have to once again decline unless you accept my conditions." This was the situation in those 

days. 

BLIGHT: Thank you very much. Marshall. 
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BLIGHT: Pazhalasta. 

SHULMAN: Here is the question, Anatoly. that I've wondered about. and I welcome the chance 

to ask you. Now. Cy and I have a different memory about your last meeting with him before 

the trip to Moscow. When you came into the last meeting with Vance before you went back to 

Moscow, at that time, were you aware then of what the f:mal U.S. position was going to be? Or 

did you leave Washington under the impression that the U.S. would accept the "Vladivostok plus" 

formula? My memory is that, at the time of your last session with Cy. before you went back ... 

GARTHOFF: Excuse me, do you know the date on that? 

SHULMAN: That was just about a week before the [Moscow] meeting. You see. a pattern, a 

tradition, had grown up to give Anatoly a little advance notice to give time to Moscow to think 

about it. and so on. And so Cy was having his last session with Anatoly before he went to 

Moscow. Now. I am not sure in my own memory whether at the time that Cy saw you, he knew 

what President Carter's fmal decision was going to be-in saying that it was the comprehensive 

proposal rather than Vladivostok. It was hanging. it was uncertain. So the question is: when you 

left to go back to were aware had to the 
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DOBRYNIN: Well. I think that, fmt. I would put it this way (and Komplektov said the same 

thing): Carter felt he had to out-perform his predecessors. Supposedly, he was rather well

informed about the various positions. The most important thing for me is that Moscow was hit 

with a big surprise, which caused everybody to become emotional and. after that. there no way 

to discuss it. 

But on whether I was surprised by what you took to Moscow? I don't remember thinking 

that it was all clear in my mind. your position. One thing was clear to me. You were retreating 

from the proposal. You were retreating. How far was not quite clear to me. Of course in the 

area of strategic weapons, the retreat was small, but in any case. it was a retreat. This was my 

impression. It wasn't the two or three-hundred missiles. It was the fact that you were retreating 

from a previous agreement. 

SHULMAN: The point at issue, Jim, was this: I had the impression that one of the factors 

causing the Soviet response, when we got to Moscow was that they had not felt themselves 

forewarned about what our position was going to be, except that. while the delegation was in the 

air. there was a White House background press meeting that did lay out the comprehensive 

proposal. But my own memory of it was that when Anatoly was briefed before he left. our fmal 

was not the go to 
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secretary at that time gave him a briefing on the comprehensive approach. And and at that time 

the ambassador said exactly what you [turning to Dobrynin] just said. We immediately 

recognized that it was very one-sided. At that time we didn't know that there would be a second 

part of the position, which was the possibility of maintaining the (to us) preferable Vladivostok 

treaty. When the delegation went to Moscow. we in Washington only knew about the 

comprehensive approach. 

SHULMAN: Well that tends to support Cy Vance's memory ... May I go on with my ... ? 

BLIGHT: Bob Pastor has a comment exactly on this point. 

ROBERT A. PASTOR: Actually, I wanted to ask a question before your discussion of human 

rights, on one of the points Ambassador Dobrynin made. On that late February first letter from 

Brezhnev to Carter: was the tone of it motivated largely by the concern about human rights? 

KOMPLEKTOV: This was not on human rights, no, no. It was a new addition to the SALT 

proposal 

BLIGHT: 

\\'1LLIAM TAUBMAN: .. 



of Staff. in which Carter held that 200 or 300 missiles might be enough? Or are you referring 

to something else? 

KOMPLEKTOV: No. no. Two or three hundred in strategic weapons. 

NYE: Oh, a cut! 

DOBRYNJN: In response to Bob Pastor: it was a number of issues that upset Brezhnev. It's 

not a single issue in any single letter. There was pressure. "Several hundred" was first 

mentioned by Carter. Cy Vance mentioned it to me once before he left--but it was three or four 

weeks before he left for Moscow. I asked him about it and he said: "I don't know. Probably I 
we will proprose the cuts." But this was in conversation. not in the proposal that I saw. It was 

simply discussion. 

GARTHOFF: But it was a reduction of 2 or 3 hundred? 

KOMPLEKTOV: While preparing Brezhnev for that meeting with Secretary Vance. we knew 

already agreement was to arguments for 

of 
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KOMPLEKTOV: But you know. we didn't have enough time during Secretary Vance's stay 

Moscow to analyze both As you know, the at Vladivostok was the state the 

heavy missiles. But now. all of a sudden. the became the issue of the forward bases. 

BLIGHT: Mark? Yes. please: Marshall. 

SHULMAN: In order not to talk too long now. I will postpone to a later point a response on 

the of the two proposals. At the moment. I just want to enter an analytical point with 

regard to the human rights issue. This is one that we'll want to come back to many times, I 

think. in different ways. but it does seem to be useful in our discussion of the human rights issue 

to make very clear that it was an amalgam of several things. There were several streams that 

were converging in American politics at that time that made up the human rights issue. It was 

not a homogeneous issue. it was a complex, it meant different things to different people and 

served different purposes. 

One element of it obviously was that Jimmy Carter came to Washington out of an 

experience rights movement America. and he was. in a sense. translating onto 

an mu~moruu same regard to As it happened. early 
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deal of sentiment that moral considerations had been neglected in the previous period. There was 

kind of a backlash. 

Thirdly. it was also true that for those who were strongly against the Soviet Union and 

against SALT--essentially the hard-line position-the human rights issue also had a function as 

part of the political offensive against the Soviet Union. There was a strong feeling that t:his was 

an issue on which the Soviet Union was vulnerable and so the human rights issue was used by 

people who held that position in their political offensive. 

There was also a fourth element that developed a little later on: the Jewish emigration 

issue. It centrally involved Scoop Jackson and Richard Perle and on the issue of linkage with 

trade. the Jackson-Vanik amendment and also the role in American domestic politics of dealing 

with Jewish groups on the issue. 

There seem to me to have been at least those four streams that had somewhat a life of 

there own. and had different meanings for different people. I think when we come to following 

this up in our substantive work. it will be useful to make distinctions between them. 
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have toned down his human rights policy. At that time it was, very frankly. dangerous--to the 

Soviet Union and to the United States. 

SHULMAN: May I just respond? I hear you and understand what you're saying. I think 

there • s one other element that ought to be added to the discussion. That is how. a significant 

way. the human rights issue has changed in international relations since that time. At that time, 

discussion of human rights was regarded as an interference in domestic affairs. What has 

happened since that time is that the prevailing practice has changed, and it is now accepted in 

international relations that a discussion of human rights is a legitimate element in international 

relations discourse. But it was different at that time. It's worth noting how it changed. 

DOBRYNIN: During that Cold War period all agreed that SALT was the key element during 

at the time. But what happened? There was no continuity with the previous administration. 

There were no priorities with this new U.S. administration. quite frankly. Instead, the question 

was about SALT and human rights, SALT and Cuba, SALT and Ethiopia. SALT and Somalia. 

SALT and the Russian brigade there, SALT and Panama-you were even trying to do that. One, 

but only one, of those disturbing elements, our point of view. was human rights. 

KO~fPLEKTOV: I 
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SHULMAN: Sure. That's part of the Soviet. not on this parL. 

NYE: No. that's not true ... 

SHULMAN: You know. I think in the case of the present example that for many people. those 

who used it u part of a political offensive. what you say is true. I think for the President's part. 

that early on in his administration. when he did not yet have very much experience in 

international relations, that he wu simply extrapolating onto the international arena his own 

convictions that he had carried over from his experience in the civil rights movement. 

KOMLEKTOV: That's true, I agree. But I'm talking in terms of practical politics. 

SHULMAN: Well, this wu the first issue, you know. to come to the fore in this administration. 

PASTOR: One interesting element of the human rights policy wu that almost every government 

in the world felt that it wu applied selectively to itself. You heard exactly the same argument 

throughout the world. I certainly heard it from many governments in Latin 
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KOMPLEKTOV: And yet you had better relations with Latin America during the very start 

of the Carter Administration. So it was a matter of degree according to which this issue was 

imposed in practical terms on one or another country. 

DOBRYNIN: I think we have established that there are two different sides to the story. we•re 

just tryiog to discuss the different views we had. for example, on human rights. What we're 

trying to discuss now is the begioniog of the Carter admioistration. We discuss this proposal of 

SALT, and we try to tell from our point of view how it was. Human rights was not an issue. 

as such, for us, but a point of view. Emotionally, we were trying to deal with the constant talk 

about human rights. at the same time we were tryiog to save detente. Part of it was the way it 

was said. Secretary Vance also talked about human rights but did not do so in such a way as 

to issue a command. 

BLIGHT: May I ask a question of people on this side of the table [turns to U.S. side]? I think 

we've heard a lot of very interesting conversation. some of it for the frrst time, as far as rm 

concerned, about the way the Carter human rights policy came about, what it emerged from, and 

so on. But what about the discussion. very early before March 30th, 19777 Was there some 

awareness that would create kind of a and would get the way 

BESSMERTNYKH: I I 
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dominant factor that influenced the beginning of our relationship during the Carter Administra

tion. In 1976, actually nothing was happening in SALT. That was a very dark period. There 

were a lot of hopes that Carter would go on with the SALT process. That's something that 

should be kept in mind. Since February. 1976, nothing bad been happening and then we heard 

Carter during the election campaign say that he would be much stronger with SALT. so we were 

encouraged. So he created a very hopeful situation for the start of the SALT negotiations. 

Now second. the Soviet Union was in an interesting position. We bad achieved parity 

and that gave us some self-conf:tdence. But at the same time, we were very, very worried about 

any change in the situation. Por example, we were concerned about the way the "China card" 

might be played. That was a constant. constant source of irritation and anxiety we had to bear 

in mind. 

Third. besides Jackson. there is another human issue we must mention: Brzezinski. Zbig 

Brzezinski. was an important part of the Russian reactive thinking about U.S. foreign policy. At 

that time, we associated Brzezinski's predominance in U.S. foreign policy formulation as an 

indication that the Carter administration would be very strong on East Europe. And East Europe 

was even, in certain ways, was even. maybe. more important than human rights for us. It was 

a difficult oroD!eim for the Soviet Union at that time. We should recognize that. 

SO, 
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ThaCs why, as the Ambassador [Dobrynin] said, we were cautious ... we were cautious, we were 

watching every single move of this administration. We tried to understand how it worked. And 

the flrst test was, of course, these SALT propositions. We had this comprehensive idea brought 

to us. To us, especially the professionals, it looked like a big step, you know. It was really a 

shock at that time. 

Every month, every quarter of the year. Carter brought something else to us. You know 

there were submarines and neutron weapons. There seemed to us to be confusion as to what was 

important for Russia. It was very important--the Radio Free Europe programming and this sort 

of thing. All this was perceived by us as an indication that we had in a very 

ideological administration. an administration that was going to be very politically ideological in 

those terms, in the terms of the seventies, you know. So when we analyze this, the specillc 

issues like SALT, you've got to make sure to get the atmospherics accurate. In Moscow, there 

was a perception of a man--Carter--who came fresh, a little bit naive, you know, and was really 

trouble. They perceived him in the beginning as a nuisance and then as trouble. That was the 

gist of the Soviet thinking. We started bad, buUhc SAT T proces~t on. and slowly improved 

ela1tiODishiJp. And in 1979 when we had the of SALT II, the 
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SHULMAN: Relations had been in a general decline. 

BESSMERTNYKH: The summit meeting ... 

BLIGHT: The discussion of which will come somewhat later in the next session. 

BESSMERNTNYKH: June. 1979, was good. That was I think the top point of our relationship. 

In August. 1979, just two months later, we started to slide down, and we never recovered. We 

were going down. down. with the help of the Soviet situation. the help of our own introduction 

of troops into Afghanistan. But. it was a movement like this - down, up, down [makes sine wave 

movement with hand]. This was the frenetic relationship with the Carter Administration. First I 
down, then a little bit up. then it goes back down. 

You know, in two years we got used to these human rights "insults." If I may look 

backward for a moment from the standpoint of the present. I would say that human rights 

pressure exerted at the time helped the Soviet Union. in the sense that it speeded the reform of 

its domestic political system. Frankly speaking, because it was so embarassing. we had to give 

a little. And slowly we were giving a little. To me, 1977 was such a. it was such an unusual 
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1\.YE: I had just a very short point to make. I think the Carter Administration really didn't have 

priorities. and therefore it's not surprising that it got confused. I saw it from the standpoint of 

another issue. I was in charge of nuclear non-proliferation. The President would go to the same 

government and press them on non-proliferation and human rights and other issues all at the 

same time, and when you tried to say "wait a minute you can't do all this at once," it still didn't 

get cleared up. 

DOBRVNIN: Don't you think this would mean that the lack of priorities was the real trouble 

in this administration? It was also my impression that they didn't have priorities. 

NYE: I think that's right. In other words, let's say that you have five priorities. which Carter 

had: non-proliferation, human rights, SALT and so forth. Well, then, you really have no 

priorities. And I think one of the problems, particularly in the early stages of the administration, 

was that it wasn't clear what was the first priority. I saw this on other issues, and I think that 

what you experienced might have also been experienced by several other governments. 

problem at the beginning. Carter had no 
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Communism, which carried over from his campaign. He did have a plan, but it turned out that 

there were other plans, too. 

BLIGHT: Svetlana. 

SVETLANA SA VRANSKA Y A: This has been an interesting discussion about the perception 

of U.S. human rights policy in the Soviet Union. I would like to extend it a little bit Reading 

Carter's memoirs, I was really surprised by how much time and attention he devotes to the 

political situation in the U.S. He seems to be so sensitive to the American political scene. It 

showed in his negotiations with the Senators during the Panama Canal treaty and then with 

SALT. I tried to fmd the exact quotation. but I couldn't He says something to the effect that 

it's so much easier to carry out such a decision like SALT, for example, in a closed system like 

the Soviet Union. But then. my question is, and this is for the American side: What was your 

assessment. what was the assessment by the Carter administration of the Soviet political setting 

in the beginning of 1977? Carter was very sensitive to his own political setting. but he also 

knew. and the administration knew from the fmt correspondence with Brezhnev, that to Brezhnev 

the Vladivostok agreements were such a high priority. and that they were proud of what they had 

as a the How Carter and how 
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BLIGHT: It just became appropriate. The question was put. I'd love to have your answer. 

Marshall? 

SHULMAN: Well, at some point it seemed to me it would be useful to have Ray or Joe or 

others respond on the meaning of the comprehensive proposal to different people. But at that 

point there were beginning to be divergences within the administration on how to read the Soviet 

situation, and what would be feasible. Secretary Vance's position was to proceed with the 

or minus, as a basis of the I think he was fully aware 

of the problems Brezhnev had encountered in negotiating. He wanted to build on the 

Vladivostok agreement and thought that was the best way of getting on with the process. 

There were others in the administration who thought differently. These were people who, I think, 

were sincerely interested in reductions, who had a very strong feeling that the deficiency of 

Vladivostok was that it left untouched what was the most serious issue in American security-the 

Soviet heavy missiles. The official calculation of the Joint Chiefs at that time was that anything 

over about 150 of the Soviet missiles meant danger for the United States. The prime objective 

of the negotiations at that point, was to get the heavy missiles down below that number. 

Now there were others involved in the drafting of the comprehensive pro~POl!la.t-

are 
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Believe it or not. there were still others. I am thinking of Richard Perle's position. of 

Scoop Jackson's position, which I would describe this way: whether or not Brezhnev could 

accept it--and he probably couldn't--it was a. good thing to push him on the issue. If he rejected 

it. well, so much the better, from that point of view. So there was a. mixture. I think. of 

motivations about putting the comprehensive proposal before the Soviets in March 1977. 

BLIGHT: I ca.ll on Ray Ga.rthoff. 

GARTHOFF: First. I would like to say something on the human rights issue. Ambassador 

Dobrynin suggested earlier that the Carter Administration had perhaps overestimated Soviet 

devotion to detente. and therefore thought Moscow would swallow that kind of human rights 

offensive. While I think that comes close to the way Brzezinski approached it. I don't think that 

reflects President Carter's approach. I think President Carter really didn't understand. that be 

found it difficult to understand, why his emphasis on human rights issues should be regarded as 

such an offensive measure--in both senses of the word "offensive"--in Moscow. and he really 

thought there was no real incompatibility between his human rights campaign, on the one hand 

and. on the his efforts to renew detente and move forward on the arms control issue. In 
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On the March '77 SALT approaches: it's been noted that some people in Washington saw 

the Soviet reaction to the proposal as a touchstone of overall Soviet intentions and, addition, 

as an indication of their position on SALT. I don't believe it was 1 valid touchstone of overall 

Soviet interests or intentions. nor even of Soviet SALT positions such as, for example, the 

possibility of working on toward reductions on the basis of Vladivostok. Much has already been 

noted about the Soviet shock reaction to the unexpected U.S. proposal, which they saw as a 

change of position, as an abandonment of the Vladivostok-plus agreement. As Marshall just 

indicated, there were several different views, different ways of thinking on the part of various 

authors of the comprehensive proposal and of the overall package that was taken to Moscow. 

I think both President Carter and Brzezinski to be 

able to do better than to be able to not 

something that set a limit at current levels. They were impatient, especially Carter. and wanted 

to move as far and as quickly as possible. I think Secretary Vance and some others had some 

doubts, some reservations, about so early and radical a change. Nonetheless Vance and the 

others may have thought, incorrectly as it turned out, in the short run, that after an attempt, to 

get these reductions, things could settle back very quickly if it didn't work. Thus, according to 

this view. Moscow was not prepared to move promptly to reductions, one could fall back to 

move on that followed, that is 
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Vladivostok-minus. The thinking seems to have been: well, this is still Vladivostok. and if we 

just set aside these questions of the cruise missiles and the Backfire, that's still fine. Well. that 

wasn't what Moscow saw as Vladivostok. by March, 1977. They saw Vladivostok. in the first 

place, as having given a good first step toward the inclusion of cruise missiles. 

DOBRYNIN: Yes, I agree. There were different interpretations of what was meant by 

•'Vladivostok." 

GARTH OFF: Second, there was the history of Vladivostok as it had developed from the end 

of 1974 and till the time that SALT n negotiations began in early 1976. Particularly important 

were the January, 1976 Kissinger sessions in Moscow. So that "Vladivostok-plus" was 

Vladivostock. plus some further areas of agreement that had been developed in 1975 and 1976 

and had brought it to 90% completion, as various people on both sides described it. But what 

the United States offered as its second alternative was less than Vladivostok. It was Vladivostok. 

yet it opened up both these possibilities: unlimited American development and deployment of 

cruise missiles of various kinds; and keeping the issue of the Backfrre bomber on the table as an 

issue to be resolved. This I think. why the proposal brought to Moscow by the U.S. was not 
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extent of saying: "well, we can always fall back to that. but let's move ahead with this other, 

more 'comprehensive• position." 

At this particular point. I was out of the loop or, at most. on the periphery of the loop, 

just fmishing up three years as a senior foreign service inspector. But I was back in Washington 

in early 1977 and I know from conversations then the nature of the discussions along this line. 

Incidentally, my own suggestion had been that we should move for Vladivostok*plus-'76 and, 

as a token move toward reduction, propose a reduction of 54 heavy missiles on each side. This 

would have involved our Titans. which were obsolete, and about 50 or so SS-9s that had not yet 

been replaced with MIRVed SS-18s. That would have been a small but not totally insignificant 

step toward reductions and toward dealing with the heavy missile problem. But I don't think that 

got very far in the deliberations. 

BLIGHT: Thank you, Ray. Mark. on this point and then a question from Bill Taubman. 

GARRISON: Actually, rm responding to your earlier question about human rights, but iCs 

basically the same answer that Ray gave on SALT. That yes, there were people in the 

bureaucracy who understood problems that might arise from the way human rights issues were 

The was probably the example 
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should do it." Of course he got short·shrift But the main point is that all of that was 

immaterial. We had a president who felt strongly about and felt strongly about the way it 

should be presented to the American public. So that's history. 

BLIGHT: Bill Taubman. 

WILLIAM TAUBMAN: My question has to do with the Soviet reaction to this change in 

course by the U.S. side. You mentioned for example that Brezhnev had to argue with Marshall 

Grecbko about the Vladivostok agreement, and that there were people in the Politburo who were 

not in agreement. Can you he more specific and concrete about who objected, and how they 

objected. to this new American approach? When the Americans turn out to want to change and 

not carry through with Vladivostok, does everybody understand instantaneously that this is no 

good? Is there discussion of this? Is it a kind of instinct? How does it work? And one more 

wrinkle on this. You all served in various Soviet administrations. Would this kind of reaction 

have been typical of any Soviet administration? Or was it peculiar to this one, the Brezhnev 

administration. at this particular time? 
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were not actually serious about ever reducing nuclear weaponry. Others asked: "why do 

we this kind of equal reduction with the United States, when there are some important 

issues besides that? How could we just push them aside, issues like foreign bases, the British 

and French nuclear forces?" People said, emotionally: "The Americans want to put us at a 

disadvantage." 

Sooner or later, many said: "we will begin to speak about the balance, or balancing, of 

interests. But before that we need parity of forces." Carter was proposing all these cuts: in half, 

in half, in half, in half. There you come with this strong proposal. as it was in this case, to cut 

in half our (as we considered) most important weaponry, the SS-18. You proposed to cut it in 

half! How did it look to us? It looked like a very imbalanced proposal which favored the 

United States. 

So, there really wasn't a discussion of the Vladivostok proposal. You asked about 

Marshall Grechko. He expressed the view of our military, that the balance put the Soviets at a 

disadvantage. That's what he argued. The new proposal was defmitely in favor of the United 

States even though, on the face of it, it was "comprehensive." 

But let me reiterate my main point. The new proposal was unbearable to Russia, you 

see. The consideration of it immediately led to emotional outbursts. Our leadership was 

taken So, the was ---·.--1 
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GARTHOFF: Wasn't it to an hour? 

DOBRYNIN: Yes. thank you. it was about one hour [laughter]. One hour! They simply did 

not want to discuss it. The members of the Politburo were outraged. They did not want to 

discuss it. I want to stress that this was no deliberation of the precise merits of the U.S. 

proposal It was a venting of emotions at the outrageous proposal and manner of the Americans. 

Eventually, of course, this got ironed out and we produced the SALT n treaty. Well. this is 

basically bow Moscow reacted to the proposal. 

NYE: Did the extreme reaction have something to do with Brezbnev's health and age at that 

point? 

DOBRYNIN: No. no. People, in Moscow. at the time, particularly people who are ... 

KOMPLEKTOV: People realized that, on the eve of Vance's visit to Moscow. we bad no 

choice but to reject the U.S. proposal. When I say "we," I mean the people in the Foreign 

Ministry. But we did not disagree with our people in our of the Carter position 

we to react to 
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GLCMs. At the same you seemed to have had in that we were to come out very soon 

with MIRVs. You didn't know that we were falling behind. So there were always two balances: 

one written in specific documents for a given purpose and at a given time, and (what I will call) 

the "actual" balance. The same thing was true, I think.. with your side. 

I wonder if you know that the SS-18s were very close to Brezhnev's heart. At the time 

of Vladivostok. we had a certain number--over 3()().-heavy ICBMs and we agreed to leave aside 

the issue of forward-based troops. So, there were always two balances, one at the surface, one 

beneath the surface. This is the interesting thing: that despite the usual divergences between the 

people in the Politburo and the bureaucrats in the different levels of the Foreign Ministry and the 

Defense Ministry, on the eve of Vance's arrival in Moscow, there were no divergences 

whatsoever. 

SHULMAN: That's an important point. 

BLIGHT: It's not only an important point, but I think it's the point at which we ought to break. 



SESSION 2: 
THE SALT ll PROCESS AND mE GROWTH OF MISTRUST 

BLIGHT: We've got several years to cover. yet, so let's get going. One of the characteristics 

of this process is that it tends to be full of surprises. rd like to spring a surprise on you now. 

Right after the break. Ambassador Dobrynin and a couple of us were talking about the 

discussion in the first session. Ambassador Dobrynin said, "well this is all very interesting, but 

it's sort of academic though. It doesn't really capture the feeling of what I imagined was going 

on in our leadership--about Carter. about SALT." This seemed to me important enough to prevail 

on Ambassador Dobrynin to bring up his point before the entire group. rve asked him to make 

a brief re-run of our conversation on the break. After that, we will then proceed right to 

Marshall Shulman, as planned. So, Ambassador Dobrynin. please. 

DOBRYNIN: It was not my idea to discuss it here. It's not my fault. It's the chairman's fault 

[laughter]. 

BLIGHT: Absolutely. It is all my "fault" [laughter]. 

DOBRYNIN: I want to We 
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I don't think a security threat mattered as much as the way we felt we were being approached 

by the U.S. side. 

For instance, when we discussed this SALT issue. Just try to imagine, within the 

Politburo, what happened when we put the U.S. proposal on the table. The Marshall would sit 

and tremble with anger [pounds table; laughter]. And all the other members of the Politburo ... 

SHULMAN: You would all be embarassed [more laughter]? 

DOBRYNIN: In all of these meetings on the SALT negotiations, the Marshall would say. 

generally: "Well, we return to the same old business again today. Carter denounced our human. 

rights record. He said we are: etc., etc., etc. Well, thank goodness that there are only 3 more 

years to go with Carter. So, I don't know about this proposal. Second, he made a speech today, 

another one. He said, you have to make a choice: confrontation or cooperation. He said he just 

wants us to follow one or the other. I ask you, comrades: what kind of president is this who 

makes such demands on us?" 

So, by the time the SALT issues were put on the table, everyone was emotionally upset 

and terribly biased against anything the Carter Administration brought forward. It was the most 

us. human issue. For us, it was irrelevant, created 

to SALT at the highest level were 
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Let us think about human rights. and let's think about the matters of peace and war 

embedded in the SALT process. From a practical point of view these endless "examples" of 

human rights deficiencies created a most unnecessary set of demands. Two emotionally 

incompatible demands were being placed on us: to negotiate a nuclear arms treaty in good faith 

and to accept all this ... it was regarded at the time as gratuitous abuse. 

I will illustrate my point with reference to the SALT negotiations. Technically speaking. 

there was a problem with the Backfire bomber and your cruise missiles. But for us. if the Carter 

Administration had taken the whole issue of our delicate negotiations more seriously. they could 

have had their cruise missiles. That wasn't the key issue at all. For us, the main issue was the 

way you treated the Vladivostok negotiations. You simply dismissed them, absolutely. This was 

high-handed and completely unacceptable. When Secretary Vance and others arrived in Moscow, ' 

they said: we don't care about cruise missiles. We are here to begin reductions. So, it became 

a psychological issue for us. 

I am talking about your country and my country then. As you said. or as Oorbachev 

would say, it was one nation, it was one reaction. Or as Stalin would say, do you agree the first 

time or the second time? It was as if demons, there were demons in you. It was an important 

emotional, psychological issue for us, this rights issue. That was my impression. 

BLIGHT: I 
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SHULMAN: I'll go to the drawing board if I may. I'd like to say first. to Anatoly: he makes 

an important point, and a valid point, that we have to take account of style, insight. the 

chemistry, whatever. The only thing is, Anatoly, you must be careful not to use "academic" to 

mean that it doesn't matter. 

DOBRYNIN: I didn't say it doesn't matter. I just wanted to caution us against leaving out 

certain psychological considerations that seemed to me at the time to have been critical in our 

response to the March '77 proposals. Me, accuse you of irrelevance? Never [laughter]. 

SHULMAN: Well, sometimes people use "academic" to mean "it's of no consequence." In fact, 

the effort to get to an analysis that rises above the immediate event has to take account of the 

human factor. I quite agree with that. 

Now, what I thought I might try to do, inspired by the discussion, is to suggest to you at 

least one mode of analysis to try to deal with these complex events. I suggest that the frrst thing 

we try to have in mind is that we're dealing with an interaction between three elements. They 

are, frrst of a~th~ internal situation, the leadership, the politi~tbe social changes,~· 

economy, the external The second element are the analogues that hold for 
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facton in each country- the U.S .• the Soviet Union. Then we ask: what was happening in the 

world. in international politics in 1977 and the period leading up to it. Finally. we must 

recognize the dynamism of the analysis. The interactions go through a succession of stages. 

What we are attempting is a close look at these factors in the initial phase of the Carter period. 

followed by a broader sweep through the ensuing months and years. 

Let me illustrate by ftrSt looking at the case of the United States in that period. It's 

important to bear in mind that a major element in the relationship was the host of simply 

unresolved issues in the United States about the Soviet Union. These were often highly 

contradictory. yet they often coexisted within an individual person. These were unresolved issues 

about the Soviet Union that really go back to the end of the World War II, having to do with 

ow we ought to understand the Soviet Union and and the connections between its foreign policy 

and its internal policy. Often these conflicting views of policy towards the Soviet Union were 

rooted in a conflict of values. 

There were two major groups, or two clusters. One embodied the view that the Soviet 

Union was unlimited in its expansionism. was ideologically driven and was, essentially, incapable 

of change. I remember when I first talked with John Foster Dulles, not long after he carne to 

Washington. He went to his bookshelf and pulled out of === 
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The alternative views, are, I am afrai~ not well-represented in the [Harry] Gelman piece 

that was circulated before our meeting. In my opinion. he bas set up the wrong dichotomy in 

the analysis of the Soviet Union. He describes, on the one hand. a hard-line analysis with which 

he associates himself, and is much like the one I have just attributed to Dulles. The analytic 

alternative presented by Gelman is the *'defensive reaction." That is, proponents of this view 

believe we should interpret Soviet behavior as a defensive response. But there was another 

alternative, one that was more important in the events we are discussing, because it was, I 

I believe, the view of Cy Vance, and thus was incorporated in the Vance position regarding the 

SALT proposal of March 1977. 

I At the heart of this "third way" of interpreting the Soviet Union was, along side the 

appreciation of its expansionist tendencies, the equally strong conviction that Soviet behavior was 

subject to pragmatic considerations. That is, the Soviet Union was containable; their behavior --
would depend upon the circumstances. Those who held this third view also believed that the 

Soviet Union sought to adapt itself to changes in the international framework. It was therefore 

I 
possible. they believed, to compartmentalize negotiations with the Soviets on certain issues, like 

the military competition, even though competition might go on in a relatively unregulated fashion 

I This was, I may say so, a differentiated view. It did not take the view that ,.,.,.t••nt.,. 
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From the alternative views of the Soviet Union flowed two different streams of policy. 

Those who took the hard-line view- that the Soviet Union was unlimited and expansionist and 

incapable of change--quite logically embraced a policy that the optimal policy, from the point 

of view of the United States, was to bring about the collapse of the Soviet Union. This hidden 

to apply maximum pressure in order to speed the collapse of the Soviet Union. That meant, for 

example. causing as much trouble as possible. It meant propagandistic broadcasts and political 

offensives. It meant maximizing the difficulties for the Soviets in their relations with Eastern 

Europe and with their own nationalities. It meant no U.S.-Soviet trade. 

It also meant essentially no belief in the utility of arms control-it was said to be 

detrimental to United States interests .because it created a false sense of security. Those who I 
opposed arms control on these grounds. for example Richard Perle, believed that arms control 

created an illusory sense in the U.S. electorate. and this in turn tended to weaken U.S. leverage. 

and so on. So these people were opposed. basically, to an arms control approach or to the 

possibility that negotiations about the military competition could be negotiated apart from other 

issues. Hence their fervent pursuit of linkage. These people were bitterly opposed to the 

alternative policy, which held that you could negotiate about some ~~,~. and you could 

was 
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foreign. But it was a period when the shadow of Ronald was already beginning 'to fall 

f!SLl.AUCJ~..uallal~au.u..mr- This factor set off the initial period of detente from the later --
(Carter) period: we were beginning to see the effects of the Reagan challenge. The center of 

domestic politics in the United States began moving swiftly in a conservative direction. Well. 

"conservative" isn't quite the right word. Actually. American politics began moving in a right

wing direction. Cartago dilenta est_.that Carthage is destroyed--gained prominence. One could 

discern movement to the right within the administration as the shadow of Reagan deepened, 

moving toward the election of 1980, partly as a result of conservative revulsion for some of the 

excesses of the anti-Vietnam protests and the like. 

The human rights issue that we've already discussed at length was also becoming 

prominent. This was due in part, to the reaction against the earlier policies of Henry Kissinger, 

especially his astringent realpolitik. It was also due in part to a backlash against Kissinger's 

manipulative approach to the Congress and amoral approach to the use of American military 

power. Externally, concerning the foreign policy of the United States, this was a period in which 

U.S. superiority was no longer unchallenged. Since the end of the sixties, when the Soviets 

achieved parity, they had the capability of reaching the United States with nuclear weapons. This 

fact accounts for a good deal of the anxiety that underlay the discussion of these issues in the 

were demographic changes 
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This became especially pronounced after 1974. with the onset of 

Brezhnev•s illness. and continued to the end of his regime. This was a period. for example. 

when we see a decline in the Soviet economy. The Soviet Union moved. during the seventies, 

from a regular growth of its GNP to a flattening of the growth curve. as the effect of the 

deficiencies in the economic system became more evident. The decline of productivity led to 

an awareness on the part of some people in the Soviet leadership that this was a systemic 

problem that had to be dealt with. The decline in the effectiveness of the apparat was also 

rroticed: that is. the problems of bureaucratism, corruption and decline of competence. This was 

/I noted by many people--by Andropov, by Ligachev and others. 

This growing awareness that their state was in decline led to pressures for reform which 

took several forms. There were some reformers within the system who sought fundamental 

changes. For example, Andropov undertook reforms when he became General Secretary. There 

were. in addition, many people in this period that we're talking about-the period of1977 to 1981-

-who were, in their respective fields, trying by incremental means to modernize and rationalize 

their system, whether in management of the economy. foreign policy or military policy. 

Sometimes ,,..,.,,..,.., of the reformers were listened to. and sotnetunc~s they were nol But the 
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society. Much of this occurred as a consequence of their movement toward an advanced 

industrial They were beginning to get significant growth in the middle class. They were 

beginning to see the growth of a technocratic group within the leadership and outside it. 

Functional pluralism was becoming a reality in the society. There was actually a good deal of 

movement in it, even though it is generally characterized as a period of "stagnation." These 

social changes were important. 

Externally for the Soviet Union, this was the beginning of a truly global reach. 

Technology had given them the ability to reach distant parts of the globe. They greatly expanded 

~· but also their transport and communications capabilities. This meant. for example, that 

its relations with the African developing nations and movements were very different. As a result 

of logistical and other technological advancements, air transport and communications to and from 

these areas was now possible. The Soviet Union was operating on a global basis, whereas in 

ealier periods they could only operate peripherally. 

Let me turn briefly to the external factors that need to be taken into account. These are 

due partly to changes in the military technology of this period. Take the cruise missile as an 

Here was a remarkable device which came together partly by chance--by the 

interaction of three different streams of technological development. There was first of all the 

a highly jet*propulsion which enabled an engine of about 180 
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terms of equation. As Viktor said. it did so because, in a way, it blurred the line between 

the strategic and the theater nuclear forces. Thus, we saw the ground-launched cruise missiles 

and the Pershing lis deployed in Europe. which were capable of reaching the Soviet Union. 

This same effect can be seen in the development of MIRVs and radical improvement in 

the accuracy. These factors had fmally changed the equation with regard to the vulnerability of 

the systems in question. Unfortunately, this led to a revival of the (in my mind) specious 

contention and that the strategic systems were suddenly vulnerable to a first-strike. In this 

period. satellite and U-2 photography was also advancing. In the Soviet Union, in this period, 

there was a lot of discussion about "STR ", the scientific-technological revolution. This had in 

it the basic insight that as a consequence of the profound changes in science and technology, the 

terms of international relations were changing. There was an insight in this that was important: 

the new global reach of the Soviet Union was made possible and it began to change the nature 

of the economic relationships among the non-Soviet powers. 

This was also the period of continued movement toward de-colonization. For example, 

the belated de-colonization of Portuguese Africa led to dangerous fluidity in its former colonies 

in Mozambique and Angola. Suddenly, because both the Soviet Union and the U.S. had acquired 

global competition could be extended to distant battlefields in southern Africa. 

It was also period of 
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Soviet relationship. So, I'm suggesting this simply as a framework of analysis, Jim, for our 

subsequent work. 

BLIGHT: Thank you, Marshall. To paraphrase Jimmy Carter. I've learned more about U.S.

Soviet relations in the '70s in the last fifteen minutes than I have in the previous 45 years. 

DOBRYNIN: May I ask one question of Marshall? 

BLIGHT: Well, he's the General Secretary. 

DOBRVNIN: Oh, you have one now [laughter]? 

BLIGHT: Marshall, will you accept a question? 

SHULMAN: Alright. one question. 

DOBRYNIN: the beginning, the Carter Administration paid a great deal of attention to the 

nae:rstllnamg at was after the SALT II treaty was s1gr1eu, 
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was the best thing to do. Instead, we had that "brigade issue" in Cuba and, after that. all efforts 

to get the treaty ratified seemed to end. So ... 

SHULMAN: Would you like me to respond. briefly? Well. it is true that many events 

intervened. One of the first was the decision by the Carter Administration to put the Panama 

treaty issue flfSt. One of the consequences was that the support for SALT was somewhat 

weakened as a consequence of focus on the Panama treaty issue. The subsequent stages of the 

debate occurred as responses to the events in the world: that is, the African conflicts in Angola 

and Ethiopia, and then the phony brigade issue. The rising conservative tide meant that the 

process became ever so much more difficult. 

There was, however, an effon by people in the administration, including myself, who were 

prowling around and trying to talk up the SALT issue. But as I see it. by the time the treaty was 

signed in '79, June '79, the battle was already lost, really. The relations had so deteriorated. at 

that point. that I think it was already hopeless. Some people said that SALT was buried in the 

sands of Ogaden. I never believed that. But I did believe that by that time there wasn't enough 

political capital left. It's illustrated in a way. by the career of Frank Church. Now here's a man 

who had been a SALT advocate, and then in the face of the brigade he loused it up in 
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BLIGHT: Yes, okay. 

the development of mistrust n 

Unfortunately I'm not 

about to do that [laughter]. I want to shift the perspective in order to launch what used to be 

known in the good old, bad old days as a provocation. It seems to me that the conference is 

largely organized around the very concrete and detailed study of certain incidents and episodes-

questions like: Why did the U.S. propose what it did in March of '77? Why did the Soviets react 

as they did? Was there an alternative, namely Vladivostok, which would have been better? Had 

that been proposed, could we have reached an agreement? Had we reached an agreement, might 

that have prevented later clashes having to do with regional conflict, perhaps even the Soviet 

invasion of Afghanistan? 

This is the approach that Ambassador Komplektov took even further by saying we should 

talk even more specifically, not about missiles but about ALCMs and SLCMs, welL 

KOMPLEKTOV: GLCMs. 
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was really much vucu..,.., at all 

advocate 

of 

..,....,LL*L,6 and period. It seems to me that burden of proof • 

.,.,.....,ILl ... be on who that there was an opportunity that 

a near that things could have turned out very much differently than they did. I realize 

focus, it certainly moves it from chemistry and individual leaders. Maybe it moves 

it too but for the sake of the provocation, let me proceed. 

I would begin by saying a word or two about the Gorbachev and Yeltsin period, that is, 

the period since the late 80s. Here is a period where, as we all know, we have gotten the 

agreements that eluded us in previous times. Ambassador Dobrynin mentioned that it took just 

one day to get perhaps the most radical agreement of them all. Well, if you ask why it was 

possible, I think several things leap to mind. On the Soviet side, there was the will to reach 

these agreements, and there was the power to get them through the Soviet political process. On 

the American side, at least toward the end of the Reagan years and in the Bush years, the Soviets 

had a partner willing to meet the Russians more or less half way. We could talk about that. 

of these terms really to say a word about of them. 
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If you go back and compare with the three previous of Cold War, which 

r m going to and refer to as those of Stalin, Khrushchev and Brezhnev--:especially 

the late Brezhnev period we're talking about here--you see it looks and again rm 

using a kind of shorthand. If one speaks about Stalin: well, Stalin obviously had the power to 

do almost anything wanted, as witnessed by the Hitler-Stalin pact in 1939. But he obviously 

didn't have the will to with the United States on a long-lasting acoomodation. At least he 

didn't for very long, if he ever did at all, and I don't think he ever did at all. On the American 

side he might have had a partner with FDR but, quickly with Truman, I think that kind of 

potential partner disappeared. 

Now, on the Khrushchev period: at first I was tempted to reverse the sequence and say 

that Khrushchev had the will but not the power. but I don't think that's true. I think on both will 

and power his was a mixed situation. His view of the world and his endorsement of peaceful 

coexistence itself coexisted with the notion of struggle, often zero-sum in its nature. And 

although he bad more power than most American presidents, I think even his power was limited. 

And the United States in that period--well, one could debate this in detail, comparing the 

and Kennedy Administrations--but on the whole I'm I look back that 

we 
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the the world is 1aeot<J•gu:ea, where the '"'"""'T Union acts as a 

of superpower with an complex, where the eleltnellt of if not imJ:>enlSltlsm, 

very strong. And when it comes to the power, this is a period in which the vested 

interests the military (but not only in the military) which are wedded to the Cold War are 

stronger than they've ever been before, certainly stronger than under Khrushchev. 

If one zeroes in on the personality of the leader, then if Khrushchev's explosive, 

emotional personality got in the way of East-West negotiations, then surely by 1977 Brezhnev's 

weakened, if not enfeebled, condition, also had an influence on these events we are discussing. 

On the Anlerican side, there's the division within the administration, the inexperienced President 

and the rise of the right wing. 

In other words, to bring this to a close: looking back, it doesn't seem to me as if the 

preconditions were there. Now you might very well say that one needs to make distinctions more 
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to gre:en:tents and when, even they were reached. it was 

I'd like to make one last point. As we were talking during the tea break, the notion came 

that many of the same obstacles which were there all along and magically disappeared 

for a under Gorbachev and Yeltsin, may be returning in a new guise. I think one of the 

we should think hard about is whether that is the case: whether a post-Soviet period, 

especially if more conservative forces come to power, we might fmd new obstacles, a son of 

anti-Westemism not based on the old ideology but perhaps on an old Russian instinct. Maybe 

it will tum out that Gorbachev, Shevardnadze and Yeltsin. with their internationalism and their 

pro-Westernism, will tum out to have been the exception that proves a rule that goes even 

beyond the Soviet period and creates obstacles to agreement in the future as well as the past. 

BLIGHT: Thank you, Bill. That was a marvelous provocation. I have several from this side 

on the list, but I really believe after that we ought to call on Viktor Komplektov. Viktor? 

KOMPLEKTOV: Well, one can agree or disagree with the analysis just given-that you gave 

to off our And, 
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BLIGHT: Joe? 

NYE: I can in line. I can wait in the queue. OK. When we think about SALT. 

you can't 

that there was an agreement to be reached in SALT. But the question that many of the people 

who opposed SALT raised was unrelated to the technical details. Rather, they worried that it 

ratified the Soviet view of detente. The Soviet view of detente. if I may quote Yuri [Georgy] 

Arbatov, was. in his words, "to keep going through the lessons we learned in Angola, which is 

that you can essentially support the anti-imperialist movements and the Americans will have to 

swallow it. You can also keep building up military weaponry because nothing will be done about 

it" And I'm quoting that. We have Arbatov's memoirs here, so I'm not trying to make this a 

provocation. I'm citing a Soviet source. 

The reason this nar>oeJtlecl was, according to Arbatov, Brezhnev's LU.f.Z'""""'· He on page 

200: 'Why did we. in the world, become an expansive and 
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There were many J)e(JJPle in the ....,u,,,....,. States who OD~,osc~ SALT on exactly 

grounds. They opposed it as a symbol of an Take, for example, Harry 

Rowan. Harry is example of I him on the day when we 

watched the same thing we saw on the television last night of SALT m. at a 

conference in Lake Tahoe. He was absolutely furious at the signing. I said: "Why'? It strikes 

me that it's not a great deal, but it's not a bad deal either. It's a very practical thing." 

Harry disagreed totally. He said: "it ratifies everything that's been wrong since the early '70s 

and reinforces the Soviet view of detente, which is totally asymmetrical." So there was a strong 

I strand of thought which didn't care about the GLCMs or the SLCMs or any of the numbers and 

the details as much as it cared about SALT being wrong because it ratified a detente that had 

gone wrong. And their view of why and how detente had gone wrong was very similar to what 

I 
I 

Arbatov describes in his memoirs. 

I think that's something we have to come to terms with, which is, as we have been 

asking: what went wrong? Is Bill Taubman right--that given what was happening inside Soviet 

there really wasn't hope until you had a new leadership? Or, was really a 

have been I 

is was to at. 
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is a matter of survival. 

stgmtltcallce of agreement with the Soviet Union. Arbatov's book has nothing to do 

rm you about 

NYE: an important point, because I think many Americans that you could not 

separate SALT from other That gets to the problem of linkage. 

KOMPLEKTOV: But shouldn't many Americans also have remembered their, well, school 

exercises in case of nuclear attack? Right? Is "linkage" more important than survival? We 

could never understand this. 

BLIGHT: Jim Hershberg, waiting patiently. 

JAMES G. HERSHBERG: There are a lot of issues on the table, but it occurs to me that there 

is one episode that focuses of these concretely and has always been Marshall 

the 
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of human nature. Richard Pipes, was a of both B" and the Committee on 

the Present Danger. In famous 1979 in "Why Soviet Believes 

It Can and Win a Nuclear War," Pipes uses the fact that the Soviets had lost 20 million 

people World War IT as evidence that willing to lose millions of people to achieve 

their political goals. But from another point of view, represented by Vance and Marshall 

Shulman, the same of information could be used as a reason why the Soviets do not want 

to fight a nuclear war and why there can be a certain common interest avoiding a nuclear war. 

There is another another point which can be focussed by this episode: that of Soviet 

' misunderstanding of U.S. public opinion. This recurs from the origins of the Cold War. We go 

back to FOR's claim of having dissatisfied voters on Poland and and then to Soviet miscalcula

tion of U.S. reaction in Korea, the Marshall plan, etc. The episode I'm thinking of is the Tula 

speech, January 18, two days before Carter was inaugurated. Brezhnev declared that the Soviets 

are not looking for superiority and do not believe they can win a nuclear war. But this speech 

can be interpreted in completely opposite ways. It can be seen as a tactical sop to public opinion 

the without any great meaning, although somewhat interesting if it was really motivated 

terprreUltlOllS of the U.S. debate. 
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BLIGHT: Anybody want to ... Ambassador? 

DOBRTh1N: On Tula speech? 

BLIGHT: Tula, yes. 

us 

DOBRYNIN: I don't think the Tula speech represented a change of doctrine. Remember that 

during the election campaign, Carter spoke very often about the Soviet military threat, about the 

Soviets trying to get superiority. But he also spoke a great deal, you may recall. about radica.lly 

reducing nuclear arms. So, that put pressure on the Soviet leadership to show the new president 

that they did not have any doctrine, or general plan, to the States 

we 
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we should do so. And the same 

It wasn't clear 
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Let me give you an example of our 

we 

matter. Some of 

not have good 

even we felt 

to us and complained that trying to show that Carter is not really strong. 

But then, what does he do? He immediately tries to rush through SALT ll with big reductions. 

Is this what a president does who is worried about appearing strong? When this kind of 

information came to us, we said to ourselves: "So, this looks a lot like the Carter campaign. 

Very confusing." 

This was the main reason reason why the Soviet leadership became wary and decided to 

try to reassure him, to reassure Carter, who was about to become president. The leadership did 

this first with the private letter from Brezhnev--an answer, a kind of private protest against the 

view that the Soviets sought superiority. They decided, really. to put it in a private "conversa

tion," and to make it clear that we don't want to rule the world. We just want to be a little part 

of it So this was also the real meaning of the Tula speech: to provide public reassurance and 

the way for the U.S. administration to be relaxed and ready to go to work. Work on what? 

was, of course, to 
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not ap~,rec:atmg until now that March was a 
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au1uuiuu;:, Vladivostok accords seems to me to contain some the breakdown 

the Soviet Union. 

I Ambassador Dobrynin explained very for me--how 

But I think it might be useful if I provide a few insights as to 

where I think the president's response was coming from and. in fact. where our country was 

coming from. I think, in terms of personal style and chemistry, as you said. there are two 

elements that are important. One is priorities, the second is presentation. Joe Nye is absolutely 

correct: the administration did not set priorities. I've gotten to know President Carter very well. 

even more since the administration than during my four years in government and I can assure 

you: this is a personal characteristic of Jimmy Carter. I would go even further than Joe. I think 

it is derived not just from a desire not to set priorities, but from a resistance to priorities--to the 

setting of priorities. 

Why to I think it's based on feeling, a shared 
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trat::te-on and be must his reaction is to why 

be cannot have both. occurs throughout the events we are The thinks 

he can get both human rights SALT. He thinks he can get both SALT the Panama 

Canal treaty. my this demonstrates a certain inability to understand that personal 

accomplishments are one but political accomplishments are something To move a 

whole nation you do have to set priorities. The failure to do so was a serious mistake on his 

part. 

We see the President's mode of operation clearly in March '77. You see, be set in 

motion a dozen tracks simultaneously. One of these was the Panama Canal treaty. Another was 

the SALT II Treaty. In fact, there were twelve initiatives set in motion simultaneously in January 

1977. Which one received the most sustained attention depended, to a great extent, on the 

reaction to the initial proposals. In the case of Panama, Torrijos understood, perhaps clearer than 

Brezhnev did, that he bad a very short time horizon within which to work. Therefore, if be 

wanted a Canal treaty, be was going to have to respond by the summer of '77. If he didn't, he 

understood that there would be insufficient time to get it ratified. March '77 is so important 

because it was the launch date for all varied I was in a meeting with President 

Carter on Panama treaty at the same time Vance was Moscow. The 
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Vladivostok framework, even as a fall-back. Politically, he was 
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as did because, I 

1976-77. 

of the influence of people 

Marshall and others who knew what the Soviet Union was about But politically. I must say that 

I don't think he could possibly have sold Vladivostok. I think he understood and that why 

he felt he had to come up with his own variation. That's what they were searching for, in my 

view. by sending Secretary Vance to Moscow in March My sense is that President Carter 

sought a very ambitious agreement because that's his personal style. That he was willing to 

contemplate less radical alternatives was a significant achievement of Marshall and others who 

said: "look, the Soviets are over here, and you would like this. But maybe we should think of 

some median alternative." 

This leads me to a comment about Brezhnev's response to Vance in March '77. Brezhnev 

failed to understand the importance of bringing forth a counter-proposal, given that he was unable 

to accept Carter's comprehensive proposal, something that built on a variation of the Vladivostok 

accords. If that had happened, I have no doubt that SALT n would have taken 

today, the 
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as an opportunity for Carter to use this as a way to begin to to .u"'J"v"""""' own, politically 

DOBRYNIN: The proposal brought by Vance to Moscow was unacceptable. To sit down again 

would take a at least The questions were really very 

complicated. It would take a lot of time. So. as far as speed is concerned, how could we 

compete with the Panama Canal? Agree on a comprehensive arms reduction treaty before the 

Panama Canal treaty? I think it's not realistic. 

PASTOR: But why would it have to take so long? In fact, the Carter administration spent just 

two or three months coming out with a number of variations on Vladivostok. You had heard of 

the comprehensive proposal before Vance's mission? So why not come up with a variation on 

that, based on the obvious political need on the part of Carter to have his own formula? 

DOBRYNIN: Well, but look: you have to understand, we hadn't even discussed it It was 

to agreement seven of (what became the] 
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I must tell you that we too were ... U,l~~l! of the problem of ratification of the treaty in 

the U.S. Senate. The question in my mind was whether accepting your conception would 

allow enough time for ratification in the United States Congress. I deeply believe that we would 

have not had enough time, if, as you suggest, we would have accepted the Vance proposal in 

March '77. 

BLIGHT: Ambassador Bessmertnykh, then Joe Nye. 

BESSMERTNYKH: I would like to say something about the subject of missed opportunities. 

I we put SALT II under the opportunity." 
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ll treaty. I may so. it 

the Soviet and the Carter 

We must careful not to confuse the two phases of the making the treaty and 

the treaty. I think fact that the treaty was made, and that it became cornerstone 

of strategic thinking the next decade, was a fantastic achievement of that time. Even though 

it was not ratified, the SALT ll treaty remained politically relevant long after the Carter 

Administration left. The SALT n treaty worked, even though it was not ratified. Look at the 

START negotiations. They took eight years, maybe even more than that. I know how difficult 

it was to make. But, the SALT ll treaty became a part of the START treaty. The thinking, the 

process, the numbers, certain theoretical and military-strategic approaches were already worked 

out in SALT n, before they went into START. In this way, SALT ll contains the essential 

strategic thinking of the two governments. This is why I believe that the SALT ll problem was 

an achievement, it was not an opportunity that was missed. The only thing we missed was 

a chance to 

But 

assume a 

it under the Carter administration. 

rell!ltl<>ns.tup between our ,..,..,, ............ We must always try to 

in 



amounts 

Contrast those 

I elattoziShJLP was the nuJLltaJry-!nraze 

was one tn measure was SALT 

SALT lay at the heart of our strategic-military'"'"'"'""'"'""'· 

That's why I that in 1979 we reached the top level of We szg,ned 

the SALT n and this was the only meaningful yard-stick of the state of our relations. All 

the rest -trade. economic, culture. technological, political--all other facets of the relationship 

amounted. really, to only about 5% of our interactions. Of course, I do not mean for such 

percentages to be taken literally. They are figurative. But, I think, they are also indicative. 

I think that now we are turning our relationship into a normal one. That's why many 

strategic issues are getting easier to resolve: we're normalizing the relationship in the real sense 

of that term. But when we think back to the Carter administration and think about the major goal 

--Salt n--that we achieved. I maintain that this was perhaps the greatest single step 

UUI u,;u;:~Ul~ and between twO and global OfT:<ilt" ... <T'Iif' 

BLIGHT: 

we 

we 



of the 

difference in the unfolding of events. 

With this I want to come back to a point I raised I will again cite 

Georgy Arbatov, not because I necessarily ,_.,.,..., .. him. but because he's put his views out in 

memoirs us to evaluate. I'd like to ask our Russian colleagues to whether they agree with 

what Arbatov has to Here is the that the domestic conditions in the Soviet Union, 

in particular, the condition of the leadership, was an important part of history during the Carter 

period. It helps to account for the slowness of the Soviet response to to the comprehensive arms 

reduction proposals in March '77. Furthermore, if Arbatov is right--if Soviet government was 

I government by committee in March 77--and, as Bob Pastor has said, Panama was government 

by one dictator, Panama was naturally able to respond much more quickly to a leader like Carter 

than were the Soviets. 

Here is what Arbatov says in the memoirs: 

I think the failure of the frrst contacts with the Carter Administration could be, to 

a great extent, attributed to the fact that Brezhnev was ill, that he had set much 

business aside and could no longer take direct part in negotiations himself. This 

during Secretary of State to Moscow 

our 

was 



the were 

the United States Brezhnev did not 

me later: 'When we reported the results to said hifet ... .-llu 

the first I appointed you to conduct the talks"""'"'*'"''" and ruined ... 

Is what Arbatov true? Does Brezhnev's illness and incapacity explain Soviet rigidity in 

March '77? Or is there some deeper cause? 

DOBRYNIN: Well, that's simply not true. 

NYE: Alright, then, why is it not true? 

BESSMERTNYKH: You see, there is a common misconception about Brezhnev: that before 

he became ill he was personally in control of Soviet foreign policy and strategic policy. But I 

don't think he was somehow "weaker" after a certain point. In my view, he was 

a with It 

to to 



I 

a test or sort. So 

Moreover, the 

I mean, they didn't grab opportunity to their authority because Brezhnev was 

But Georgy Arbatov is correct, I when he that the ..... "".,.,""kU SJ.de··-eJ:cm~e me, 

the ~~ == rather [laughter ]··should not have allowed the world to """ ... ,,. ... nr ... such a total 

failure in March '77, which was of course the very fJrSt significant enc:ow1ter with the new 

American administration. I agree with But the reason for the Soviet response, whatever 

it may have been, was not Brezhnev's illness. 

DOBRYNIN: One more thing: you see, Georgy Arbatov was not very much involved with the 

leadership during that particular period. 

BESSI\ffiRTNYKH: Not at all. 

DOBRYNIN: Not at all, really, during the Carter Administration. 

KOI\fPLEKTOV: Well, this is all interesting. But I notice an intriguing shift our 

process of of the SALT u"'~''...,'"'"'"'''u"'. Now we are being 

not react more or more 

to 

seems 
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BLIGHT: 

GARTHOFF: Well, I a number of been put on table. 

most extent to which political 

twO IA<li"'AN!:'h11'1~ and the late 70s, 

can realize objective possibilities that are open to them? Both sides, as we've seen, were to 

a considerable extent imprisoned by domestic (and bureaucratic, if you will) political positions 

and influences. It was very, very difficult for President Carter to go forward with the last 

position--the Vladivostok position--taken by the previous administration. And as we have heard, 

it was also very. very difficult for Brezhnev to consider giving up what had taken years to 

achieve. He had had to make concessions along the way. He would have had considerable 

difficulty responding favorably to the March '77 proposal, even if he had realized that there were 

important possibilities for negotiating from a new basis that would be in the U.S.-Soviet mutual 

interest in the long run. 

Later, of course, both sides became hung up over many issues and many details, most of 

are truly secondary, though not inconsequential. In a broader perspective, questions of 

test missiles, and so forth, are 

actors 

seems most ~·'"'"'"' ... u is 

StrllteJIUC arms 

moreover, seem to 



the own 

to proposals that are new. 

Joe Nye noted that one source of opposition the U.S. to the SALT process and 

the SALT n treaty would ratify the Soviet view of detente. according to this view, 

""'"''r""".-.r"" allow continued asymmetrical geopolitical competition the Third World on terms 

which favored the Soviets. Now, actual fact, I think that the pursuit of interests and influence 

in the Third World was not as asymmetrical as we tended to see But nonetheless, that view 

did exist in important segments of American opinion. Yet here again, the fundamental question 

was too often forgotten: did linkage of SALT n to regional issues really serve important U.S. 

security interests? Sure, if SALT were something that we were involved in as a favor to the 

Russians, then of course you could put all kinds of conditions on it But this was not the case. 

Too often, we failed to keep frrmly in mind that it was in our own security interest to reach 

accord on SALT, regardless of the outcome of conflict in Angola or elsewhere. 

On the subject of mistrust in the SALT process: I would just note in passing that mistrust 

was introduced, as we have discussed, from many different sources and situations, especially as 

the Third World competition played itself out in those days. But mistrust was also introduced, 

I think, by the negotiating tactics in the SALT process itself. Each had different of 

what it needed to nr.-.·t.,.l"'t and, in pursuit of own was often 

rest)On!~e to the of our Russian 

set 

on 



something provided 

SALTll 

The 

successtu process than it of 

SALT I 

foundation most tar··re~lCilmg 

u~,!lfj,vo.u•"""' agreen1ents of the last year or two. 

START--all 

it was 

One footnote on Tula. I would emphasize, along with Viktor's attention to deterrence, 

that the Tula speech also contained the first statement by a Soviet of for 

deterrence. both of which are important elements. It was seen not. as some have claimed in this 

discussion, as something entirely new, but rather as a new articulation. rm told by the drafter 

of that passage that there were no objections from the military. and that only Ponomarev and 

Suslov were doubtful. But their doubts were, I take it. not about the substance. Rather. they 

were unsure about how to bring such a statement into line with prevailing ideology. But 

Brezhnev liked it. and so it stayed in. 

I would like now to comment on something that has only been noted in passing. 

American reactions to Soviet pronouncements such as the Tula speech: specifically Sovietological 

was 

out As Hershberg has noted, 

saw 

saw it as a 



I assume 

if B" leaks of Just a or so ago both 

the "Team B" paper those texts one may fmd, 

to 

translation, for purposes. 

DOBRY1'.1N: Well, I remember some discussions about the Tula speech. This particular 

paragraph which was introduced on sufficiency and deterrence was really done quickly. 

I GARTHOFF: Yes, I know, yes. -
DOBRYNIN: This was Ponomarev's, you say ... ? 

GARTHOFF: No, no, I said the only objection came not from the military, but from Suslov 

and Ponomarev. 

KOMPLEKTOV: 

go But on 

it was 



DOBRYNIN: I 

are not the same. At 

the t-nr1•tcrn 

of at particular time. 

BESSMERTI\YKH: I was c-.,,.,,...,~,,~.r,., 

to present papers regarding our PO!Htt1ons on 

it is 

t-nr~•tcrn policy, 

You cannot 

was very 

We would be asked 

or that But we never knew whether they were 

for the Foreign Minister or the Secretary or who 

KO~IPLEKTOV: At various stages of the SALT negotiations, we sometimes came out of the 

Politburo with two different positions: one by the Foreign Minister, one by the Minister of 

Defense. And it took us about, well, half a year before we learned how to work together. 

BESSI\1ERTNYKH: This was particularly true of the START talks. As I say, it was the same 

for both of us. The military hesitated because they saw no strategic advantage in the reductions 

that were being discussed. 

DOBRYNIN: was 



DOBRYNIN: A 

KOMPLEKTOV: 

BLIGHT: over 

WAYNE S. SJ'vfiTH: Good Lord, Grizelda? [laughter] 

BLIGHT: You have been waiting so long that I doubt whether you will remember your 

question, Wayne. But I know you'll make up a good one from scratch. 

SMITH: No, I remember my question, or rather Bill Taubman's question. I thought that Bill 

raised a really central question: Was an opportunity missed here? Were the ingredients present 

for a real breakthrough? We've gone through times in the past in which a breakthrough seemed 

possible. Some of us remember the "spirit of Camp David" that characterized the talks in 1959 

between Khrushchev and Eisenhower. Then the Paris summit of 1960 collapsed and we had to 

start all over Was really a chance here, was there something different. Like Bob 

I was on the of at time. But it certainly sec:me:a 

tome all, a tTCI;Iaent who 

comments 

was 



I want to 

one 

I 

That drew a I mean was, in 

for a time, seemed to be 

from Vietnam. 

Perhaps even more importantly, Carter said during his campaign that he was not going 

to see every flashpoint, every war, every local or regional conflict that broke out around the 

world, in East-West terms. In other words, I had the impression that Carter was elected with a 

mandate to carry forward with a revolutionary kind of foreign policy. He was, so to speak, 

seeing beyond the Cold War context into which he was thrown by his election. What I'm 

suggesting is that a fantastic opportunity was present to achieve a breakthrough. Tragicaiiy. by 

failing to achieve it, the door opened to the ultra-conservatives who blamed Carter's failure on 

a of supposed weakness diabolical of Union. 

I is absolutely to that the shadow of Ronald Reagan. was 

did 

me, it seems 

IDClLUCll[, Were ~ .. :u,o..u._.u were 

more we were; sornetunc~s reverse was true. we 



was going on; we it all broke And by failing to seize golden 

opportunity--as it seems to me--the way was opened to avalanche of reaction which we've 

had in the United States for the past years. I we would be well-advised to follow Bill 

Taubman's lead and make this the main concern of project: was an opportunity missed? 

BLIGHT: Thanks, Wayne. Ray. 

GARTHOFF: I agree with most of what Wayne has said. But I would point out that in the 

election campaign, Carter had been equivocal on a number of important issues, including his 

attitude toward detente. More specifically, on military programs and arms control, he had 

~ surrounded himself with an array of advisers with very different views--from quite hard-line to 

accomodationists. Perhaps this was wise, in the period before the election. 

But this created big problems, once he was elected. For example, we should recall 

Carter's selection of Paul Warnke to be director of ACDA and the fierce, closely contested battle 

over it in the Senate. The opposition to the nomination was led by many conservative 

Democrats, as well as Republicans. Another example: an important factor in Carter's decision 

to go with the comprehensive proposal March '77 was, as has been noted, Senator Jackson's 

But subsequently, got no whatever for having tried and failed to interest 

the rornp:reh.en~uve or()OosaL on was 

nature and extent 



GARRISON: The 

ease been made by area was no 

missed "'"'"'""'"'11"1tV·-m,at we ....,,.,.,.au did very well. Then the next \.fl.l,_~~.~"'u that arises my 

is was an opportunity missed that have taken the rellltlOJnBttlp a giant 

toward a nature of the relationship, based on what was 

in June of Acrually, on the American side there seemed to have been at least some hope, 

if not expectation, that such a possibility would arise. That was why Tom Watson was 

nominated to go to Moscow: to follow up and the begin some concrete discussions with the 

Soviet leadership about where we went from there. I wasn't in Vienna, so I'd be very interested 

in the reaction of those of you who were there. But my perception is that by the time that you 

got to Vienna, on the Soviet side, there was the feeling that--SALT n and that's it! Nothing 

more! We--the Soviets--do not want to give the impression that everything is going to be just 

rosy in the future. We signed the SALT agreement and that's it. We're not going to talk about 

trade, we're not going to talk about other things at all. In that context, then, it's perhaps not 

surprising that after the June '79, there was not the slightest hint of a change for the better in the 

overall relationship. 

I whatl'm is for one reason or another, there really weren't any misaed 

was no cnance a new 

we a 

BLIGHT: 



a conversation on the 

subject of the SALT n talks with so many present who actually participated them. But rve 

been about nuclear bombs since I went on a Navy in '48. I said to a Navy 

ortlcer: "doesn't this business change The officer presenting the war plans 

said: "ob, now we can have our own way. you see." He made some gestures indicating bow 

much of "the enemy" we could destroy, bow the size of this loop be was making with his bands 

really wasn't changed at all. Then he concluded by saying: "Nab, there really isn't any 

difference. We'll still just move 'em out of the way." I thought, my God, if one Navy officer 

thinks this way then maybe a lot of people think of it like that. 

I never went to Hiroshima, but I was involved in a lot of discussions of SALT when I 

~ was chair of the GAC [General Advisory Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament], which 

some of you know about. I always wondered whether you negotiators or you servants or 

educators ever got concerned about the speed of the negotiations as compared with the speed of 

the proliferation, or the number of bombs that were being built. In a business, you'd have to say 

that's the most important thing, and then you would drive to the heart of that problem. and you'd 

get it controlled. Now you folks have the fate of the world in your hands. A business doesn't 

have that. If you make a big mistake in business you can always stop what you're doing. play 

around and go do something But you do that because the end of your policy is the 

It seems to me last 

or 

gotten to the heart of Now. me I 
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friend Viktor thought when and I had back in those 

I 

very mte~re!iltinll:. 

how do we get 

world out of nuclear danger? I ask this because I read now the papers that the world 

There don't seem to be many people around anymore who want to tell us that 

is just as much nuclear danger as before. maybe more. That's a very unpopular subject to 

discuss, it seems. but a necessary one. 

So I'd like to make a proposition to myself and my friends, here. where I'm not afraid 

of inserting myself into this learned conversation, as I have now. The proposition is this: that we 

demolish virtually all of our nuclear weapons now. You give me 100 nuclear weapons with 

strategic capability and give anybody else--some enemy, say, 10,000. I'd say I'd be as safe as 

he would. The thing that bothers me is that we go through endless discussions here about things 

that, to be honest, do not seem to me to get to the real heart of the problem. They tell you how 

to negotiate. Sure, well, the American Arbitration Society could tell you a lot about negotiating 

too. But the horrible possibility and even probability of the destruction of the world through 

these weapons, hangs essentially unattended. And I worry about that, and I wonder if anybody 

else does. 

BLIGHT: I want to moderator's here. I suggest 

we on what has said. 

it to are 

a is 

most is a to it go 



more, as Tom to "the heart of the Or, is ,...,..,Jcll•A one of: you take 

bucket into work, you work, you take bucket what I 

imagine is issue number one: how does what you do relate to of nuclear catastrophe? I 

invite some concluding from participants this process. Viktor and Marshall. 

KOMPLEKTOV: Well, I was a member of our delegation to the Vienna signing of SALT n. 

I remember thinking about all of those difficulties we had overcome. Hearing Marshall, I 

remembered all those times when it almost seemed pointless to carry on. But as Mark said, 

when we banded together with a single aim, we achieved SALT n. if nothing else. 

I remember well the signing and meeting of President Carter and President Brezhnev. But 

what I remember most was something from an informal, sort of a cocktail hour. right after the 

signing ceremony. in the palace. And I can tell you, I ·was amazed at how happy all these people 

from the White House and the State Department were after the signing ceremony. These young 

people from the White House--you know, you remember them--they were just overwhelmed, they 

were drunk with joy. I had no idea know why. 

So this is a kind of answer to your question, Tom. Could we have done a lot more? 

Could we have achieved a breakthrough? I don't really know. But I come back to what I said 

before. Both sides had done, under the circumstances, what they could do, and it was not just 

a It provided we seen All of them! 

was not a 

BLIGHT: road, how'd you to wrap it up? 



SHULMAN: I'd like to say a word about the March and then one thing about 

On March I can our tr~Pnttl! and colleagues have said. I 

what I was ... ..,.,. ......... 6 when I learned that the President's had been to go with the 

I felt that it would be rejected. I that was no 

hope. As a matter of I when I was packing my that night before the trip 

to Moscow. I sat there dejected a long time with one shoe in my hand, thinking that this was 

going to be a disastrous trip. 

But even though I had grave doubts about it, I still hoped that the Soviet response would 

be not just "no." but "no, but." If only the Soviet response had not been quite as abrupt and final 

as it was. If only you had said: we can't do this but lees come back to it. lefs go on and see 

what we can work out. In thafcase, Cy Vance's position would have been greatly strengthened. 

He was constrained by the fact that he did not get the "no, but" answer. His great hope in going 

to Moscow--what he thought could be a realistic basis for negotiation, the Vladivostok 

agreements--was that with a "no. but" he would have the authority of the President to go into the 

comprehensive position. But he didn't get it, and the consequence was: it ended there. Would 

it have made a profound difference or a small one? I'm not sure. But I th'"''·' it would have 

made a in the negotiations in period and might made quite a 

a common sense to 

I a courple t"1'"'

has not a 

It 
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involved are counterintuitive the American 

Secondly. determined and effective political leadership still could have made a difference. I 

really believe the case could have been to the American people with kind of perspective 

that Tom was just talking about But we still have not had that kind of leadership on Tom's 

subject the American political area. 

BLIGHT: Thank you. We'll have lunch the room just to your left as you go out--the same 

room we had dinner in last night. We'll reconvene at two o'clock. 



SESSION 3: 
REGIONAL CO~'FLICTS 

AND THE DETERIORATION OF SUPERPOWER RELATIONS 

BLIGHT: While something. A number of 

the beginning of our discussions variants of these 

Where 

will we go from here? The one-word answer is that leading "forward" [laughter]. So. while 

we're in our chairs, I thought that it might be worth a couple of minutes of our time to 

let you know what's on the back of my mind as I listen to this conversation. In particular, and 

for whatever it may be worth, I'll offer some observations on how this method, which we call 

"critical oral history.'' works with this kind of material. 

First of all, we must at some point focus our attention on an event. We needn't here 

today be in big hurry to do so. Today, we're surveying what is, for this method, a big expanse 

of territory as we try to get the lay of the land, preliminary to seeing what our investigative 

options might be. This method has proved to be especially useful in peeling back the layers of 

ignorance and misunderstanding of events that had some significance. If the event, or events, 

I am on the lookout events to which seem both important and 

I mean or are 

events 



perceptions and (in this an entire 

period. Like the narrow neck of an hour glass, events of interest have 

era feeding into them. But they also have emerging from them significant consequences for the 

future. Sometimes these are called "turning " This morning, I thought we had some 

or might have been. just such a turning point in U.S.-Soviet relations during the period in 

question. 

A final point concerns the motivation of those of us who organize such events as these 

and those who are asked to pay for them. It is this: we seek via our historical reconstructions 

I important contemporary problems. We are--none of us--in this solely. or even primarily, to get 

the history straight, even though that is what we spend much of our time doing. The Cuban 

missile crisis project, for example, was never conceived mainly as a historical exercise. At first, 

we--Joe Nye, David Welch, Bruce Allyn and I--looked for clues in the crisis to help us under

stand the requirements of nuclear deterrence, nuclear crisis prevention and nuclear crisis 

management As you may remember. in 

of obsessional concern. 

far-off days of the mid-1980s, these were then 

Impact. I hasten to point out, is not identical to "lessons." Think of it this way: we do 

utiJ1UI.L111!f. get1tmJl the and veterans events together. 

we we want 

to our !eslsons. we 



I sense unclertat:mg an enterprise like one. dealing centrally 

wroo,wn of we are new By 

I mean that some vv"•v.u;;; ..... ~ ... .,., ... seem to believe that we arrived at sornetrulltg "the 

of history." with end the Cold War. one encounters more 

utility of the recoru:tructic•n of the recent past At the same time. because the Cold 

War has, the moment. ended. unprecedented opportimities exist for reexamining the events 

and era that shaped the outlooks of all of us. This morning. Bill Taubman alluded to one reason 

why we should stick to our knitting and ignore the "end of history" types: Once Russia recovers, 

she may indeed reassert her claim to being a Great Power and, when she does. we may wish that 

we had used the current "window of opportimity" (if I may borrow the title of a book co-authored 

by Bruce Allyn) to reach some data-based conclusions about East-West relations in an era of 

competition. But my main point is simply that we must strike a balance between skepticism 

about the relevance of history and unalloyed enthusiasm for every document or piece of 

testimony that comes our way. 

So. where is this project going? In short. it will go where you--my collaborators--believe 

it should go. What I have tried to do is give you some idea of the parameters within which I 

So we with 



broke 

Svetlana Savra.nskaya and Wayne •. nu_., .. ~. 

Svetlana? 

Our provocateurs for this session are 

Svetlana will provoke us 

SA VRANSKA Y A: Thank you, Jim. In addressing the of regional conflicts--we the 

Soviet used to call them "hot spots"-We should begin by looking at the international 

context. What did the world look like at that poin~ from the American point of view- from the 

American point of view and also from the Soviet point of view. Well, America just left Vietnam 

behind. The shadow of Vietnam was overwhelmingly strong in American public life, including 

in the American governmental circles. This obsession with Vietnam also created a perception--

~ here I think the Soviet side will agree with me--of some weakness on the part of the new Carter 

Administration. I mean a weakness in foreign policy. Or, maybe not exactly weakness, but a 

sense that the new administration would be a little indecisive. 

On the other hand, the Soviet Union had recently achieved strategic parity with the United 

States. The importance of this fact for Soviet leaders cannot be overstated. They had found their 

identity in the world as the other superpower. And they were just beginnin"' .,.., articulate the 

ways they thought they should act, as the other superpower. (I am sorry, .Jt I am going 

mention the Cuban missile crisis). 

even 



SA VRANSKA Y A: Well, we 

as a 

seems to been a search for res~:>ect from 

the attempt of 

But of course, was premature. Because, or at least 

Soviet Union was so far strategic weapons, he was forced to urn'"''"~"0 

defeated. But by the time President Carter came to office in January 1977. the Soviet Union had 

achieved parity with the U.S. all meaningful ways. Now they would demand "proper respect"· 

-what they thought was proper respect·-from the United States. 

Now, while the Soviet Union and United States were competing in the area of nuclear 

arms, something was happening in much of the rest of the world: the so-called "national 

liberation movements." I remember from school--especially from my university studies in 

Moscow--how much importance we Soviets placed on these national liberation movements. The 

whole world was perceived as moving from one stage to another. We believed we were living 

at a revolutionary movement for the whole world: moving toward a progressive, socialist future 

for the world, and the Soviet Union would be the natural leader of such a world. I hardly need 

to add that this is really different from the American view of world at the time, which was one 

areas of 

a 

of not letting Soviet, or socialist, influence 

I 

most 

you 

was 



If we remember everything: was happening: Third World by the time of the 

Administration, we might even decide that concept 

much sense. Why? Because it seems to me that the late 70s, the whole become 

"the region of conflict" the superpowers. Everywhere we look--everywhere--we could find 

two opposing: in a strug:g:le for power. On one side was the Soviet Union supporting: some 

forces which we called "progressive forces." On the other there was the United States 

supporting: some other coalitions, or groups. 

KOMPLEKTOV: Not a balance of terror, but a balance of terrorism, perhaps [laughter]? 

~ SA VRANSKAY A: Well, yes, we called the groups we supported progressive movements, while 

we called the groups supported by the United States "terrorists," or "state-sponsored terrorists." 

For the leaders of the U.S .• it was just the opposite. In this era of Gorbachev and Yeltsin, we 

must work hard to remember how different were our views of one another in those days, not so 

long: ago. As an example, I want to read a short passage from President Carter's memoirs. He 

said: "what the Soviets depended on was enormous military power and their willingness to export 

arms to gain a foothold wherever an opportunity arose." To me, this little sentence--if we were 

to substitute "Soviets"--describes the Soviet perception of the American leader-

as 

We two not were 



As Dr. important for project to 

Looking at sm1anon. any African ""'''"""' we saw 

And I think the American side and Soviet bad some 

way they did. We know what happened in those countries--in Africa. 

Asia and Latin America--the terrible tragedies that unfolded in those days because, or in part 

because, the United States and Soviet Union saw the world in such conflicting terms. We can, 

if ~e wish, look back in judgment on the leaders of those times. armed with the wisdom of 

hindsight But I personally don't think this is productive. 

I think it is much more interesting--and more in line with what "critical oral history" is 

about--to keep in mind the "two truths"--the American and the Soviet. Both, of course. over-sim

plify the world, painting it in white and black. Leaders on both sides. the American and the 

Soviet. tried as hard as they could to make over the world in the image of their own beliefs. 

This morning, we had some discussion. led by Marshall Shulman, about ideology versus 

pragmatism in Soviet foreign policy during the period. There is a big debate on this. Some of 

it was discussed in the readings Jim passed out as preparation for the conference. It is related 

to other as : was the Soviet Union motivated primarily by nn, .... n"1""" or defensive 

"'"'"""'"'''"'*"" OUU'I.UY also be 

one on 



Now I am to mention missile again. At Moscow conference, 

have felt 

Soviet and 

point of view of the other. And I think this is really critical. If we are able to do all of us 

understand the process better than before. 

As an example--one among many that could be discussed--I want to talk a little bit about 

Nicaragua. In this country, America saw Communists coming to power, and little else. I'm 

over-simplifying, of course. Communists were coming to power and Ronald Reagan's rhetoric 

tried to make you believe that the Nicaraguan Communists were the ftrst wave of a flood that 

' would sweep all over Latin America. They were already in Cuba and had been there for a long 

time. They were in El Salvador. Who would be next? And behind every movement of the 

Sandinistas, according to Reagan and his supporters, the Russians were "pulling the strings," as 

they used to say. This was the political climate that President Carter had to contend with in 

1979-80. 

On the Soviet side, how did we really know about the Sandinistas? Not very much, 

I think. What is clear is that they didn't have our unconditional support--I mean Soviet support. 

There were questions about the Sandinistas. Certainly, Soviet leaders were very willing to 

if it was an 

So, a 
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We can now see that the situation was so much more complex and nuanced than was 

generally believed in Moscow or Washington. Mter the elections of February 1990. it is 

course, we don't have time in this conference to look at all. or even most. of the regional 

conflicts of the Carter period. But I would suggest that we try to frame our analysis of regional 

conflicts of the time within the idea of the "two truths" of the strategic superpower competition. 

This was the background of the times in which all issues between the United States and Soviet 

Union--but especially the regional issues--were understood. Thank you. 

BLIGHT: I want to add something that Svetlana did not add: She finished her comprehensive 

exams for her doctorate at Emory University just hours before she left Atlanta for this meeting: 

To be so coherent so soon after such a traumatic event is awe-inspiring [apr' Svetlana, 

may we assume that Bob Pastor deserves some of the blame putting uugh such an 

but some knowledge 

SA VRANSKA Y A: no 



SHULMAN: I was going to Svetlana must have a What a marvelous 

SMITH: I doing 

BLIGHT: Our second provocateur is a gentleman who alas, some years removed from his 

doctoral work. I call on Wayne Smith. 

SMITH: Yes, Jim, a year or two beyond the dissertation, at least. Well, Svetlana has cautioned 

that we don't have time to go into the individual regional conflicts, but that's exactly what rm 

going to try to do--in two or three broad brush strokes. 

Before doing that, however, I want to react to part of the conversation this morning. 

Now, perhaps I read too much into certain conversations, but: I was under the impression that 

the purpose of this project was to look at the Carter "opening," Carter's hope for a renewed and 

strengthened detente, essentially (what Jim calls) Carter's "post-Cold War" foreign policy 

objectives, at least very early in his administration. I thought we were to look at these aspects 

of the Carter program and try to come to some understanding as to why it went astray, with the 

past. Not only that, but I thought we were to look harder 

at because 

now. 

not been Mark's 
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SALT agrc~m.ent to a 

there was no opportunity was lost I~ 

However--and here I get around to my subject of regional conflicts--! would ..... l!lll>"""'~• 

following Marshall Shulman, that there was a magnificent opportunity, briefly present in 1977, 

that was gone by the time the SALT n agreement was signed in June of 1979. By that time, the 

atmosphere had been so poisoned that, indeed, there probably wasn't any larger opportunity from 

that point forward. But the question we should ask is: why not? If there was an opportunity at 

the beginning of the Carter Administration to change fundamentally the nature of U.S.-Soviet 

relations, what happened to it? Why did it disappear? 

I submit that it was killed by a host of what Marshall referred to this morning as "external 

elements," or what Svetlana called "regional conflicts." As Marshall pointed out, one of the new 

elements of the situation inherited by the Carter Administration was the Soviet Union's having 

meant to 

global to every comer of world. was, in a way, what it 

to 

to 



Now, especially Americans, saw as an 

mentioned. But those people would have seen any Soviet 

as "asymmetrical," it seems to me. As Svetlana suggested, the Soviets probably saw their 

expanded global reach--and a lot of Americans saw it too-as an inevitable result of there being 

two superpowers, not just one. That is, the Soviets had a right to global reach, just as they had 

a right to try to achieve nuclear parity with the U.S. 

So, there were two ways of interpreting the new Soviet ability to project itself into far-

flung corners of the world. One could see it as a glass half-empty--that is the American glass 

half- empty: with the Soviets "stealing'' what was "rightfully" ours. Alternatively, one could see 

it as a glass--a Soviet glass, in this case--half full, the Soviets having reached parity of nuclear 

~ forces and parity of what we used to call "force projection" to all parts of the Third World. I 

gather from our Russian colleagues that all of you share the view that the Soviet Union, having 

achieved these two basic forms of parity with the U.S., may indeed have been prepared to pursue 

some kind of broad and far-reaching accommodation with the U.S. This is why I question Mark 

Garrison's comment about there not being any lost opportunities of consequence in the Carter 

period. If we in the U.S. had been able to shift our angle of vision to seeing Soviet superpower 

status as half-full, rather than half-empty, who knows what we could have accomplished? To 

put it another way: if we had found it possible to see our competition with the 

zero-sum. an opportunity have grasped. But course 

it 
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Number one, The (more or less) official U.S. view of the interventions in Angola 

has the Soviets flooding the area with arms and trying to take advantage of the situation. In fact, 

I both sides were guilty of that, the Soviets no more so than the Americans. Now in 

1975, three factions--the MPLA, the FNLA and UNIT A--met in Portugal to try to 

work out an agreement before Angola became independent later that year. Maybe it wouldn't 

have worked. even if outside powers had stayed out of the conflict But at least it was the best 

hope--the [Alvor] accord was the best hope at the time, in January of 1975. Yet we find that 

only three weeks after the signing at Alvor, the "40 Committee" [an interagency group, chaired 

by Henry Kissinger, in charge of U.S. covert operations] and the NSC were authorizing money 

to go to Holden Roberto, head of the PNLA (and an old-time CIA retainer). Holden Roberto 

then goes over to the attack. The accords fall apart. And a bloody civil war breaks out. 

not that was the only guilty party. We weren't. The Soviets and 

as was Zaire. Mobutu. the at that 

was 
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1975. On the of the matter, one has to is not a shining moment in 

of U.S. T"''"""""" policy. There,s no question that the first regular troops to intervene were the 

South Africans, who attacked in August their base in Namibia to take over a hydroelectric 

project. There's no question either that a South African armored column had crossed the frontier 

into Angola long before the introduction of regular Cuban troops. It's also well known that at 

I - this point the CIA had liaison officers with the South African armored column. Therefore, we 

knew all about the South African invasion. If we hadn't actually encouraged it, we certainly had 

indicated our acceptance. And there's not a word--I've gone back and searched the files and 

newspaper stacks--and I have not been able to flnd one word in condemnation, in criticism or 

even an expression of concern out of the U.S. administration regarding the South African 

invasion. It's not until something like two weeks later--almost three weeks later--that the Cubans 

arrived 

Angola is by government as a so long as 

to to mount a 

do so 
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U.S. Congress cut off U.S. assistance to all warring factions in Angola. But the situation 

inherited by the Carter Administration remained very volatile. 

This leads me to the second episode I want to mention--that known as Shaba n. In 

March 1977 ("Shaba I"), separatist gendarmes from Shaba province in Zaire (formerly called 

"Katanga") had invaded Shaba province from their base in northern Angola. The U.S. 

instinctively blamed the Cubans and, to a lesser extent. the Soviets, for putting the Katanganese 

up to it. That was a mistake. The Cubans and Soviets had nothing to do with it. Then in May 

1978, the Katanganese tried it again. Again, the Cubans were blamed for instigating it. even 

though Fidel Castro assured us that they were not. My perception--! hope some 

was by 

not 

it 



My .... "''"'"'.. was that they to seen as a 

if to a Soviet·Cuban 

But bow was it to be so perceived the front page 

...... ,. ..... u ....... Fidel Castro's denial? Castro bad the Cubans werenft behind the invasion. Not 

only tha4 be said, the totally disapproved of In fac4 Castro was actively searching 

for some way to get it turned off and for some way to cooperate in getting those guys back 

across the border and disarmed. But having stated apriori that the Cubans were behind the 

invasion, the U.S. bad no choice but to say that Castro was lying. I submit that this was surely 

a lost opportunity. It was not in the interest of the Soviet Union, nor in the interest of Cuba. and 

certainly not the interest of Angola to have this invasion succeed. Why? Because it might draw 

a response from Zaire and its allies and threaten Angolan security (and the security of Cuban and 

Soviet personnel in Angola). What a marvelous, but lost, opportunity to collaborate on getting 

the Katanganese back across the border. But the U.S. played it the other way, the zera.sum way, 

asserting in word and deed that neither Cubans nor Soviets had any right to be in Angola and 

that, because they happened to be there. all manner of foul deed was to be attributed 

automatically to them, regardless of the facts of the matter. 

Finally, I want to say just a few words about the Horn of Africa, where I think we all 

behaved with less acumen than we might have. The U.S. government was so badly divided on 

it is to discover U.S. position or much seems the 

Soviets were the area November 1978. We each 
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Somalia's Siad Barre, while move 

Moreover. the U.S.-again, I am referring to Brzezinski 
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Cuban in the Hom to SALT n. Thus, the idea made famous by 

n is in the sands of the Ogaden--has some validity. But it is so. it is in part because 

of .our own. ineptitude. 

But again, we were not the only ones who could have called for greater communication, 

for a broad diplomatic effon to try to prevent war between Ethiopia and Somalia. Efforts should 

have been made to involve not only the Soviet Union, Cuba and the United States, but also the 

Organization of African Unity (OAU). This was, I submit, not only a lost opportunity to work 

together on solving a difficult problem in Africa. It was more than this. It helped lead to the 

tragic situation of chaos we see now in that area of the world by shipping massive amounts of 

arms to the combatants. We all did this: the U.S., Cuba and the Soviet Union. Beyond that, 

because of some the U.S. government, President Carter. seemed to 

to the Hom and SALT, we can say, I that East· West relations, SALT nand detente 

to come 1978, stimulated events the But an 

of a Dretttnrc,us:r:n--m 
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Africa and also. of course, by the Soviet 

and it 

BLIGHT: Thanks very much, Wayne. for a rousing. even·handed provocation. It occurs to me 

that if we move on with this process and hold a major conference, maybe we should hold it in 

the Ogaden Desert and all bring picks and shovels and try to find detente. If both Zbig 

Brzezinski and Wayne Smith believe it was buried there, then it must be there, still buried 

somewhere [laughter). Marshall Shulman is first on my list. 

SHULMAN: r d just like to make a brief observation that, perhaps. ought to be further 

developed in later stages of the process. It has always been of interest to me that. even during 

the Cold War, even during the heat of some tense difficulties such as the African episodes Wayne 

has just described so vividly, there were always inter-adversary communications. For example, 

the American government and Anatoly [Dobrynin] had talks about whether or not the Ethiopian 

soldiers would massacre the Somalis in the Ogaden. Anatoly would come back and say: "they 

will not. But of course," he would continue, "we don't have anything to do with it. Why don't 

you talk to the Ethiopians?" Another example: When the Ethiopian troops were approaching the 

was a good deal concern in Washington as to the L:ru.,uuJ.'LAJ:Ul 

to 

I 

were 



constant about of various 

DOBRYNIN: Marshall 

whether the trt\Jr.ru' were going to cross the border of Somalia. I had to check. The answer was 

"yes, we are going to cross the border." I said: "are you sure about that?" They said: "yes. we 

are sure." And yet. of course, they didn't cross the border. In those kind of situations--! mean-

it was sometimes difficult to cooperate. in the way Marshall said, even when that was our 

intention. But it ~ our intention. 

I would like to say a little bit more about this theme of cooperation raised by Marshall. 

Why? Because, the events you [gestures toward Wayne Smith] discussed now were only some 

of the things, which caused the erosion of the foundation--of the basis-of our [U.S.-Soviet] 

relations. There were others. Take, for instance, October 1st [1977]--the joint declaration of 

Middle-East cooperation issued by Gromyko and Vance. It was a good first step in learning how 

to cooperate--not just cooperate, but to collaborate--with each other on problems in other parts 

of the world. But then what happened? Sadat went to Israe~ put up to it by r"lrter--or by the 

We were excluded from the process and. I can .veren't happy 

at I checked His answer was. he want to have Russians 

not 
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issues World. Unfortunately, Zbig, well, you know, he took such a 

mJJlltalnsttc stance. 

Secondly, I want to speak more generally about the Russian po:s1uon. It was really--! 

mean, really--there was no great plan to instigate a global war or even to take advantage of the 

United States at every opportunity. That is nonsense! It has been said here that "Team B" and 

other research--alleged research--concluded that the Russians did have a grand design to conquer 

the world. Well, let me tell you, it was a very bad design. It was no design at all. It was a 

design that gave us some broken pieces. Some design [laughter]! Well, you thought we were 

taking advantage of opportunities. But. really, in many cases we were--both sides-- just 

overcome by events. 

BESS~fERTl'lYKH: But, of course, we--that is, both sides--helped to create these events, I 

think. 

DOBRYNIN: Well, yes, of course, to a certain extent. But we wanted only to defend our 

position. I think, ultimately, what we were trying to do was to solidify our stake the world 

at large. In my view, this had nothing directly to do with undermining the position of the United 

States. I would say this was always the view of the Foreign Ministry. The Party itself is a 

l"f'+'+'•r•:nt matter. it be, at times. know, like are always 
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peaceful coexistence. We to develop detente countries. I don't care 

Arbatov in his We learn any from Angola as he SUi;Rests 

That is ridiculous! Brezhnev placed better relations United States far above all these 

regional conflicts put together. And so did Gromyko. He looked rather casually at those 

conflicts in Angola, or Ogaden, etc. I really think. at the beginning--! am afraid that Gromyko 

didn't look at these regional conflicts as a very big issue. politically. I personally cannot 

remember a single case where Gromyko even received an African ambassador. He never 

received them. To him, they didn't matter. 

Now, when something occurred that to us represented a kind of revolution--well. we 

always tried to be helpful to "progressive" revolutions, as we called them If some government 

or movement said adamantly "we are trying to throw off the imperialist-capitalist devils. please 

give us some arms"--well then, you know. we would send in some things. Then we would get 

little-by-little involved in these kinds of situations, but without really thinking about any 

connections they might have with our relations with the United States. I think that if you would 

have asked or Gromyko at the time: "are you worried about how Angola will 

would have looked at amazement. They 
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COiltnec:noJtlS people in Washington were making at the time--what you call "linkage." But 

it Was not easy to convince nnt•L> .. I'UI"L>--1'\lftrL'•"Iu••c such matters were real issues, 

that they could affect the foundation of U.S.-8oviet relations. 

As Marshall said today. however. we were talking more or less all the time about these 

regional issues. Talking with one another, between Americans and Russians. A lot of the time, 

of ~urse, w argued about who was "right." But not all the time. We were ready to discuss. 

really, the assumptions or any issues regarding any regional conflict. And it was at high levels. 

The usual way it went was: "what are you doing, or why are you doing this. and then why are 

you doing that?" Unfortunately, the purpose was not usually to just sit down and discuss the 

basic principles of what each side was doing. We were always hung up on particular issues. 

particular episodes, particular issues. In this way we all were sort of asleep to what was 

happening. Yes, the atmosphere was poisoned, as has been said here by several participants. 

But in all honesty we must say that together, without meaning to, we poisoned it ourselves. 

BESSMERTNYKH: I would just like to highlight. a little bit. some things the ambassador 

just said. About the regional conflicts Africa: yes, Gromyko was always 

The foreign 
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the kind of countries which were going in a non-capitalist way: Angola and Ethiopia. The 

primary responsibility for the development of the relationship of the Soviet Union with those 

countries was really with International Department of the Central Committee of the Party. 

Of course. we were involved, to an extent. at the level of diplomatic relations. But I can 

assure you that ours--the Foreign Ministry's--was not the last word about our relations with these 

countries. As soon as somebody came to power. or as soon as somebody seemed about to come 

to power. and said "I am going socialist"--then he was immediately the center of interest for the 

International Department of the Central Committee. Immediately they would start developing 

the relationship. This is one of the most important reasons. in my opinion, for a certain mix-up 

in our foreign policy. especially the disconnection between our Third World policy and our 

relations with the United States. 

DOBRYNIN: And he was 



BESSI\ctERTNYKH: 

socialist countries, but be never insisted that control over our 

countries be given back to the real foreign office. 

SHULMAN: This was Ponomarev1 

BESSMERTNYKH: It was Ponomarev. It was Ponomarev's department. So, when we appear 

to evade the issue of what bas happened here or there-in Mrica. for example--it is because the 

so-called "grand design" to conquer the world and to undermine U.S. positions originated in the 

International Department. To Gromyko, this was an empty subject. He was never interested. 

He was not a part of it. He was never at home in such discussions. If be participated in the 

discussions, be was always very neutral, as I remember the talks. We were trying to get away 

with this; you were to trying to take advantage of us on that. etc. Seriously. it was a simplistic 

approach, on the U.S. side, to this, and it was a simplistic approach from our side, from the 

International Department because, as I said, it was driven exclusively by ideology. We have rid 

ourselves of this problem only very recently, as you know. 

BLIGHT: Yes. Viktor. 

KOMPLEKTOV: I 
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movements all 

no But. I can 

that we got involved 

any hot 

On Sandinistas. Well. how come we to 

them to go ahead with a proclamation of socialism and socialist transformation Nicaragua? 

I was involved in all these events with the Sandinistas. Anyone who thinks we talked the 

Sandinistas into becoming socialists doesn't know anything about what really went on. 

And, the last point We were the first--that was in 1985--by the minister of foreign 

affairs--who made that move, well, just to disassociate ourselves, that is the Soviet Union, from 

some of these movements. Well, we said that. And we worked very hard to convince the 

Afghans f:rrst. and Sandinistas next, that what they did have were not socialist revolutions, but 

popular democratic revolutions. And I think we helped ourselves a lot by this ideological 

disassociation from them. It helped promote peaceful settlements and an end to all those civil 

difficulties. This action on our part was an important step on the way to democratic elections 

Nicaragua. 
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BESSI\1ERT~YKH: Well. in a small way-yes-that was an answer to the Chinese claims. But 

our support for such movements started well before our conflict with the Chinese. when we were 

friendly with them. Typically, we just associated ourselves with national liberation movements 

when. at a certain moment. or at a certain stage in a particular organization we came to believe 

it was in our interest to do so. I have the feeling that after we began having our differences with 

the Chinese. we--that is, the International Department-we may have been a little-well--a little 

less selective in our approach to certain organizations, because we believed we were, in a sense. 

competing with the Chinese. 

Marshall, you are quite right about the flexibility of the application of our expressed 

support for national liberation movements. Of course, we wouldn't have been involved at all if 

it weren't for our ideological commitments, in those days. But it is my impression that there 

were almost always practical issues, as well, driving our decision to get involved with the 

movements. Once, for example, we had a problem with our ocean-going fleet. It needed 

maintenance, basically, and it was costly to have to bring all the ships back to port in the Sovi~t 

Union. I can tell you: that had a lot to do with our "intense interest" in a certain faction 

I also became an source support for our Cuba--
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interesting Marshall said that by the President Carter came to office. 

States bad to recogruze the Soviet aglobal We 

bad "global outreach," as he 

as far as I saw it at 

But that is only half the as I see it or, really, 

recognized the Union only as a global to the 

intf•r""~~k of the United States·-no more, no less. This was true. it seems to me, even for Carter. 

The U.S .• even then, could not accept the Soviet Union as, in important senses, an ~ as a 

country may have a place, a role in the world analogous to that of the United States. This was 

the psychology of the United States: the Soviet Union could have no legitimate role in, for 

example, Africa. Shall we quote some of the statements made by the Reagan Administration 

about the Soviet Union-well--in connection with Nicaragua? You know: that the Soviet Union 

has no interests, and cannot have any interests, anywhere in the Western hemisphere? Right? 

To put it another way: according to the American way of thinking, the Soviet Union may think 

it has interests in, say. Africa, but it is wrong. Even then, psychologically, the U.S. saw itself 

as the world's only legitimate superpower. 

SHULMAN: Sasha, I wonder if I could get you to say a bit more about the historical 

development of dual approach to Soviet foreign policy you spoke about. 

BESSMERTNYKH: a or two. I 

there was 

was 
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essentially a pragmatic approach based on an assessment of national What is interesting 

is that. though the approaches are based on completely different principles, there was a 

tendency to ignore the differences, to pretend that. so to speak. we were all in the same business. 

In an important sense, we were not. As I said, this led to a lot of confusion and misunderstand

ings between the two bodies that ultimately became responsible for Soviet foreign policy: the 

Foreign Ministry and the International Department 

BLIGHT: On this point. I have Mark Garrison, Bob Pastor, Jim Hershberg, Svetlana 

Savranskaya and Bill Taubman. Let's start with Mark. 

GARRISON: I would like, just for a moment, to trY to put this discussion into a little broader 

context--I mean Wayne's point about perceptions of intention. It seems to me that the question 

here isn't now, and wasn't then: what are Soviet intentions in Africa. But what's at issue was. 

and for us still is: how did each side see the other's overall intentions? For my money, that's 

the big issue underlying all these discussions about regional conflicts. Are those guys trying to 

bury us? Are they trying to undermine our position everywhere--at home, abroad, and so on? 

Are those guys trying to muscle in on our territory? If they are, will they stop at some point of 

own accord, or we have to by force? 

KOMPLEKTOV: I am talk that 
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GARRISON: Well. that • s what happens when you get into academia. You begin to talk 

big g~neralizations. But don't worry. rll be 

BLIGHT: I am sorry. Mark. but the chair chooses to exert his prerogative and declares that you 

may now conversation nor from your academic post [laughter]. Not yet. 

GARRISON: What rm suggesting--what I'm trying to suggest--is that each of these issues that 

we've been talking about here should be thought of as going into a larger pot Now. what's in 

that pot determines what I think you're up to and what you think I'm up to. And it includes a 

lot of things. It includes some things that. well. to take an example: my colleagues in the 

Foreign Ministry hammered oft me day in and day out back in these days with accusations like 

"you're deliberately excluding us from the Middle East," or "you're making a military alli.ance 

with China, which is one of our most dangerous enemies.'' and so on. If you really believed 

things like that--and I bet you did--that kind of thing enters in a more general way into all the 

calculations on your side about the United States. On our side, probably more important than 

Nicaragua or Angola was the perception of overwhelming Soviet military strer conventional 

military strength. in Europe. Whether true or not. that was the perception. It Jne of Senator 

Jackson's main reasons for opposing SALT n. So. all of these things are important and of 

I.UvJLU~""""'l;.,. of course. But is that you add these up. to 
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to 
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KOMPLEKTOV: Was it really that bad, Mark? Did we really make your life miserable? 

GARRISON: Day in and day out 

KOMPLEKTOV: Really? I thought it was the other way around [laughter]. 

BLIGHT: Viktor, Betty [Garrison] has independently confirmed to me that Mark is right and 

you are wrong [laughter]. I call on Bob Pastor. 

PASTOR: I think it is obvious that there were numerous misperceptions. But the main reason 

we're here today. discussing these issues, is that each side perceived the other very accurately. 

At least, that is the sense I get from the discussion. That is to say, each side perceived that the 

other was trying to extend its influence in the world. Each was right. And each also perceived

though the validity of this belief is more questionable--that a gain by one side would, in the 

nature of things, constitute a loss by the other side. This is what we mean when we talk about 

the zero-sum world of the Cold War. 

An initial effort to try to negotiate rules of the game was made by Henry Kissinger in the 

early 1970s. but it failed, for a variety of reasons, but mainly because each side was still looking 

for ways to extend influence without unduly provoking the This was why, those 

cases real 

two 

occurred, one side or 

at the 

One I'll call 

to be not to appear to 

and the 
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to avoid 

and as I see 
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which COI'ltClUSlOlns are drawn from a assessment many acr:1ons. First. on 

mttt.-.v is very clear 

influence groups each struggle 

We also know both sides provided arms, on many occasions. to groups they supported. 

However. the introduction of troops. whether by the U.S. or the Soviet Union. or by allies such 

as Cuba. did represent the breach of a significant threshold. Arbatov says this directly. in his 

memoirs: the introduction of regular troops by an outside country was known. on both sides, to 

change the situation radically. After the introduction of troops. the situation was regarded as 

much more serious, much more dangerous. 

With this notion of "threshold" in mind, it seems to me that the Soviet Union made two 

decisions that did irreparable harm to detente and to the chances that the SALT ll treaty would 

be ratified. First. was the decision to supply and transport somewhere around 36,000 Cuban 

troops into Angola. All of us--Soviets, Americans and Cubans--were supplying the various 

factions. I accept that But when Cuban troops began arriving in huge numbers, it was clear to 

us that a threshold had been passed. A rule of the game had been broken. The Soviets were 

trying to take advantage of us in an unacceptable way. Even more importarlt. in my view. during 

the Carter Administration was the Soviet decision to deploy 17.000 Cuban soldiers under the 

a general Ethiopia. This was viewed at the time as a reckless breach of 

as au.,,..,~.,. urulceeptable. 

Angola ~ ......... ..,, .. ~ ... ., ..... unrvnr agreed that we needed to 

some out unrn•n the that had been 

1 



there all along. Some """'"'~.~., ... argued that the appearance Soviet and Cuban forces Angola 

and Bthiopia is not all that important and that, in any case, there is no appropriate way to respond 

that not endanger detente and SALT. Secretary Vance toward this position. Others 

held that if we failed to respond. the Soviets and Cubans would be encouraged then to engage 

in further unacceptable adventures. Arbatov actually confirms this in his memoirs: he says that 

the Soviets ~ led by what they took: to be success in Angola to take other steps. 

Now I would like to put a series of related questions to our Russian colleagues. One 

unfortunate outcome of what I have called the Soviet-Cuban breach of an established threshold 

in Angola and Bthiopia was to make the domestic politics of the SALT process much more 

complex and difficult All three of you [gestures toward Bessmertnyk:h, Dobrynin and 

I Komplek:tov] alluded, though very generally. to the nature of the debate on the Soviet side. My 

question is this: did Soviet leaders weigh the potential impact on relations with the U.S. of these 

specific actions in Angola and Bthiopia? If they did, did they conclude that the U.S. would not 

act? Or did they conclude that, whatever the U.S. might do, U.S. action was not as important 

I 
I 

as the potential gain--in the Hom of Africa. for example. Finally, how do you see the two 

debates connecting? There seem to have been people on both sides arguing for confrontation and 

people on both sides arguing that-you know- that there are other things that are more important, 

that the quality of relationship, for example. would suffer, that SALT would suffer, a 

DOBRYNIN: I believe is a of what hap,perled. I can assure you 

that, for were too noisy on the of 

l 



BLIGHT: did say Bob and colleagues were too 

DOBRY1\t'IN: Noisy. NOISY! Everybody on u.s. was talking about Cubans, Cubans, 

In Russia it was quite a disadvantage. really·-to come to us complaints about the 

""""'i"'AU~. We are put the position of Essentially. you were asking us to go ahead 

and try to push the Cubans around. 

Take the Cuban issue, as such. There were two aspects of our Cuban relations. One, 

strategic. The strategic issue is directly between me and you. Russians and Americans, through 

the understanding that was reached between Khrushchev and Kennedy in 1962. It's true. from 

time to time there were difficulties, controversies. We would talk directly. You would ask: was 

the Russian brigade there, had it always been there, etc. We could ask about our fighters and 

bombers. We all remember the famous episode about nuclear submarines in Cuba. in--when was 

it?--1970. These were U.S.-Russian strategic issues. Once in a while we had a little mini-crisis, 

as with the Russian brigade business. That time, the strategic issue did interfere--! agree--with 

the SALT negotiations, or rather with the ratification. 

The second issue is not strategic. between the U.S. and Russians. but is an international 

one. Now. toward Pastor] ask whether a calculation was made in Moscow--

U!"''"'t"'•"r what was going on Angola or Ethiopia or not affect 

not to I were at 

as I 

I was 

I went to Mo1scow at none 
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I bad a Central 

Cotnmi1ttee, and the Nevertheless, I nevet saw was 

of 

and so on. these wete very ""~~~fiJ..li.<Au;;1U not 

PASTOR: Thete was no calculation. no attempt. as fat as you are awate. to assess tbe cost ... 

DOBRYNIN: There was not a specific calculation. That is correct. 

I PASTOR: ... to U.S.-Soviet relations of tbe actions in Angola and Ethiopia? 

DOBR\:'NIN: None. 

BLIGHT: Next, I call on Jim Hershberg. 

HERSHBERG: There ate a lot of regional on the table for u,J_,.ton. Each is 

own Some of them are documented on side 

was one ate 

I am 

l 

to it seem to a case 
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closely to arose the Vance 

uu'.""'"''"" to M<>SOOW of year. 

In reading Archive's l"nr'f'"'''"'n'""' and having read some 

the documents, it becomes clear that by the summer of things were looking 

U.S.·Soviet relations. seem to have recovered the blow suffered March. Let me 

read two paragraphs from President Carter's memoirs regarding the late summer of '77. 

reading from the bottom of page 223: 

At least during this period. the letters [between Carter and Brezhnev] had 

a decidedly positive tone. Apparently the "post office department" in Moscow had 

decided to move forward on SALT, because we continued to make slow but 

steady progress. We were now working well with the Soviets on banning nuclear 

weapons tests of all kinds. Brezhnev was agreeing that we needed to have major 

reductions in existing arsenals, and he had not rejected the idea of ceasing all 

nuclear weapons construction, the same proposals I had put forward in my earliest 

correspondence with him. 

Then oame Anwar Sadat* s visit to Jerusalem in November The Soviet 

leader seemed to believe Sadat' s trip had been orchestrated by the United States 

sole of 

a 



Now this came right after an event that Ambassador Dobrynin mentioned, 

communique. And I remember as a 17- year 

BLIGHT: Please Jim, don't rub it in [laughter]! 

October 1st 

HERSHBERG: Okay, I remember as a young twerp-who was very interested in the Middle 

East-- reading the newspaper about the news of the October 1st communique. Here was a case 

in which Washington had not been noisy--at least publicly noisy--about it beforehand. It seemed 

to come totally out of the blue, creating cognitive dissonance all over the place. It was an utterly 

amazing, almost unprecedented example of superpower cooperation in the Third World. And it 

I was so startling that. as we now know, Sadat felt compelled to do the unthinkable--to go to 

Jerusalem. 

If Carter is correct, then we must have here a classic case of misperception, the kind of 

miscalculation and miscommunication that helped lead--if I can mention the dreaded three words 

once again--to the Cuban missile crisis. The regional conflicts in Angola, Ethiopia and elsewhere 

tended to be mixed up with very complex issues involving (usually) two or more actors other 

than the U.S. and Soviet Union. The general pattern of the African conflicts seems to be: "you 

started no, you started we're right; no, we're right" But in the Middle East case. within 

have a very v•u .. " .. J'A example cooperation and (apparently) a drastic UUJ:•LAM 

I it 



to 

there was 

trip to 

a mornwneilt:a.l misreading of A rnl~"cn•r-jl 

Wl>AJLf;#LU V•"''"""'''~J!!>> for assessment is 

KOMPLEKTOV: That was. know. during stage when our subject was SALT. 

At the same time. though. we have Gromyko talking with the people from State--with Vance. 

You know. there were discussions. then drafts. about a Geneva conference co-chaired by both 

of us--by the U.S. and Soviets. Thafs all. 

BESSMERT~'YKH: May I? Well, of course. there's a little bit more to it than that You see, 

the Secretary of State and the Foreign Minister detached themselves. in New York., to work on 

the communique. This was during the opening of the UN General Assembly session. It was 

very significant that Secretary Vance was present at all of the sessions, working on this 

commwrique. So we worked with the State Department and the statement progressed. It was 

interesting because the Secretary went each night--went to New York by shuttle and reported the 

progress to Gromyko. Next morning. he would be back with the ambassador [Dobrynin] 

""'',.I..U,,_..}II, to work on it It was fascinating to see this process--this process of really close 

coitaDl:ratlon between our two sides. It made all of us very hopeful. 

DOBRYNJN: was, as to Back and 



KOMPLEKTOV: know what that was? That was 

Somebody mentioned before 

to SALT--in the context of the March 

or approach 

Moscow. Well, maybe that was 

u"""'"..,_ weapons, about missiles. Maybe not But in this communique, we 

a change. 

HERSHBERG: So, against that background, which you and the U.S. had agreed on a 

"comprehensive" approach to the Middle East, you felt that the Sadat trip to Jerusalem on 

November 19 was--was what?--a return to high-handed U.S. unilateralism? Is that right? 

KOMPLEKTOV: Well, yes, but flfst, you missed one stage. About two weeks after the 

communique was issued--well, you could read it in the U.S. newspapers. All of a sudden, the 

U.S., well, sort of withdrew everything they had done in the preparation of it. 

BESSMERTNYKH: No. Not two weeks. Two days! In Moscow, they would not believe us. 

In only two days, after all the work, all the cooperative work, everything collapsed. 

DOBR\'NIN: I talked to Gromyko before he went back to Soviet Union. He said I don't 

about 

see:me~ so 

but I don't un(len>tarld 

of our coun>e. 

is on. greemtent; we 

it was 1ml"lf'P'!:1'i::t1J'P 
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to be going one way 

\.<VLl"-1\.uu~..u, is that he is not sen.ous 

HERSHBERG: 

was 

go the 

KOMPLEKTOV: All this is in answer to your question. True. it is an indirect answer, but still 

an answer. 

BLIGHT: Marshall, then Joe Nye. 

SHULMAN: I have a slightly different memory of these events. It was true that the negotiation 

of the communique was done largely through State. I believe. I agree with Anatoly. Sasha and 

Viktor: everything seemed to be going smoothly. Everything seemed to be in place for moving 

to a Geneva conference. But then, almost immediately after the communique was issued. there 

arose a huge outcry in U.S. domestic politics about it. The pro-Israeli lobby~ in particular. along 

with their allies in the Congress, were especially vehement and vocal. This • followed by a 

COililll::::t n#•rut#>#'n State and the White House on Soon--perhaps two C..~ dS Sasha said. 

DOBR\1\tlN: was a 



BLIGHT: Joe 

"'YE: something of a paradox on the table: here you have States and 

Soviet Union the mid-urlate both of whom hold the SALT process as a top In 

addition, both governments regard Africa as relatively irrelevant and unimportant I mean, Henry 

Kissinger couldn't have cared less about Africa. And as Russian colleagues have expressed it. 

Gromyko didn't care either. Yet, despite that. despite the fact that both had the same top 

priority, and who also regard another set of issues as much less important, what do they do? 

They get themselves into a conflict about something irrelevant which destroys what they both 

think is their flrst priority. I submit that as a paradox to explain. 

I I suspect the answer has something to do with the hold of ideology on domestic politics. 

and I think this phenomenon occurs in both societies. I was very intrigued by Svetlana's clear 

presentation of how ideological the Americans can sometimes appear to be in foreign policy. 

I think the Americans were more ideological than normal in the 1970s, because the traditional 

coalitions were shifting, the old Roosevelt coalition was breaking down and you were seeing real 

shifts in American political patterns. During periods like that, ideology becomes more important. 

I believe. Reagan, for example, was using ideological arguments and appeals to gain control of 

Republican Party. We have heard something similar in what Svetlana has said about the way 

was in the and our about of Ponomarev the 

was terms 



It was a to that peaceful co-existence 

progressive directions, and so forth. 

In that sense, maybe the answer to the is that both were going in 

So the people who were centrally located--Gromyko, ~'"'""''"",.... 

later and Vance--might have had one view. but it might be that they were unable to 

hold a relatively pragmatic, non-ideological consensus together. Why not? Perhaps because of 

diverse ideological forces in the two societies. I'd be curious whether that explanation makes 

sense to our Russian colleagues. In other words, was ideology pulling you away from your 

primary interests toward your secondary interests, just as it was pulling us away from our primary 

interests to our secondary interests? 

DOBRYNIN: Well. politically speaking, you are correct But there was not precise information 

then about many of these issues. 

BLIGHT: Bill Taubman. 

TAUBMAN: On this very point: the United States there was a debate within the government 

t:racte-c'rr and to But 

was there were two 



TAUBMAN: In Soviet 

DOBRYNIN: That's Well, 

TAL'BMAN: No. I haven't. I was referring to the conversation earlier about the two wings of 

the Party. or two views of Soviet foreign policy, one in the Foreign Ministry and one in the 

International Department. 

DOBRYNIN: I know, I know. I was only kidding about a "debate" in Pravda in those days, 

~ of course. Well, of course there was this--in general-a difference within the Party, as Sasha 

mentioned. Between the Ministry and the Party, so to speak. And personally. there always 

differences between Gromyko and Ponamarev, of course. But as Sasha said, it was more like 

a division of labor. 

TAUBMAN: So it never reached the level of political argument. or discussion. about a course 

of action? 

DOBRTh'IN: one we are 

come 

TAUBP.,fAN: It never where 



DOBRYNIN: It never reacne~ the point as I am a-J!U£'0. 

we must do we must not do we 

must do that. In a,.r.,.r.:~ there was came at the 

of tgnoru:tg not ignoring. But not 

Does 

answer your question? 

TAUBMA.N: Sort of. Well, it adds another wrinkle. Thank you. 

BLIGHT: Svetlana. 

SA VRANSKA VA: I have two short remarks. First, Dr. Nye: you suggested that the regional 

conflicts in Africa were not important for the United States. I think: I disagree with that. I t:hink 

that in the case of Henry Kissinger, then, well. maybe. But I think: that with Carter, you have 

a different story. I think: Carter had a different policy toward the Third World, and a new 

attitude toward it He began speaking about it in the campaign, and at the beginning of 1977. 

I think: it was going on in the Third World, and he wanted a U.S. foreign 

regard to the World. 
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I ask this because we all koow 

made Africa, where we were ready to support, basically, any group of rebels, as long as they 

were willing to call themselves "Marxists." And not only in Africa. Do you think that, if the 

Foreign Ministry had been in charge of our foreign policy in Africa, we could have avoided 

making those mistakes? 

1\YE: Just one brief point of clarification on Carter versus Kissinger. I agree that Carter cared 

much more about Africa, but it was in a very different way. Dick Moose, who was the Assistant 

Secretary [of State] for Mrica was my next door neighbor. We used to ride to work together, 

so I had a pretty good understanding of some of what Carter's attitude was toward Africa, at least 

as refracted through Moose. They weren't worried--Moose and other Carter appointees dealing 

with Africa--weren't worried much about whether an African country was developing a Marxist 

or quasi-Marxist government. They were more worried about the way own agenda for 

who 

not sense 



PASTOR: to 

see it better his own 

to 

I 

It went something 

and we are 

then any new is that we need to 

as welL It was his way of trying to put rogem1er two very contrasting views. 

BESSMERTl'IYKH: I would like to say something in answer to Svetlana's question about 

ideology and foreign policy the Soviet Union. The International Department hoped, above all, 

that events in the world were going our way. In an odd way, in order to prove that events were 

going our way we had to, as it were, force them to go our way. This would prove the validity 

of the concept of the world revolution. That's why we were always in favor of non-capitalist 

regimes: because they would support the basic notion that world history is going the way it 

should--our way. 

That's why it's very worth while discussing, for example, issues of peaceful coexistence. 

Why do I say this? Because some of the most frightening words Americans could utter were 

quo." quo" was to a status quo will mean that we may 

Or worse. It a is 

status was sonaeV11ne:re 
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better or the Neither 

could be the 

SHULMAN: you have more people on the 

BLIGHT: Jump right 

SHULMAN: I was going to ask you whether it would be appropriate at this point, to get into 

the relationship between the China card issue and the SALT negotiations. Or perhaps we should 

leave it aside for now. To some extent. it was a development in the '78-'79 negotiations. But. 

depending on which aspects we discuss, it may fall between the years '77 and '78. 

BLIGHT: Yes, go ahead. Marshall will now play the China card. 

KOMPLEKTOV: Oh, no, not again [laughter]! 

SHULMAN: Now you know 

[Komplektov nods agreement]. 

not sure of the "uuu1~ 

well. Victor, that 1 have not played it before now. 

a long ses~aon 

ask Ray [Garthoff] to me on period because 
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we had SALT "'Vt"~'"'""'~" 

"""''"'"""" it 

Washington on the So, we had 

up on 

a to that 

I 

Brc~zllJnev to come to 

would be wrapped 

was to 

But then that was leaked in Washington, and about the same we 

announced that Deng Xiao-Ping had been invited to come to Washington on the 13th or the 14th, 

about a day before. As a consequence, when we came together on the following day, the whole 

thing fell apart We then had to start over again and it wasn't until June of the following year 

that we actually got it wrapped up. There were obviously differences of opinion in Washington 

about how to play the China card and whether it was advisable to have a visit from Deng Xiao

Ping just before Brezhnev got there. On the other hand, from the Soviet point of view it looked 

like a deliberate provocation--the leaking of it It looked, in fact, like an attempt to humiliate 

Brezhnev, by having him come on the heels of Deng Xiao-Ping. Do I remember it rightly Ray? 

Was that about it? 

GARTHOFF: Yes, absolutely I would only add two comments. First, the 

announcement was on 

is 

PASTOR: 

wasn't So a 



DOBRYNIN: Actually, Vance gave me a letter from President Carter to President Brezhnev on 

of December that 

PASTOR: Before the meeting that Marshall just mentioned? 

DOBRYNlN: Before. But our thinking was: Carter won't do anything now to establish 

diplomatic relations. Maybe by the end of December or the beginning of January, but not before 

that. The timing made it impossible for Vance to get the credit for the treaty. Well, plans were 

laid, plans were under way. But then suddenly, they changed. I couldn't understand: Were we 

supposed to do nothing about the Chinese? And I thought we would have a proposal, not an 

i agreement, but anyway an agreement. That really surprised us. It got in the way, this 

formalizing the relations between China and the United States. This severely hurt relations 

between us and the United States. 

PASTOR: But what was the effect of that on the arms negotiations? Did Moscow think that 

they were complete or virtually 

SHULMAilltJ: My memory of it was that we had practically wrapped it As a matter fact, 

I a night, thinking that we had an And 

news on next it was 



GARTH OFF: 

announcement 

all on track~ But while Vance was out of 

.Hn~ZJllSi:l, I think, got this changed to a December announcement. 

dev·eloomc~nts as they had been planned. 

DOBRYNIN: Yeah. They changed that. But Vance didn't ... 

happened, it 

off to the Middle Bast. 

threw off the 

GARTHOFF: Correct This was done in Vance's absence, reversing a decision th•t had been 

made while he was there. 

PASTOR: But what effect did it have on the SALT negotiations? What effect did it have? 

DOBRYNIN: It forced us to go back to Moscow. 

PASTOR: 

it was 



SHULMAN: A theme to the period Vance was 

occupied the Middle Bast and was out meant he wasn't 

nr .. ·r""''~~' for a lot of the aet:u:uc~ going on within the ....... ~,u .... the formulation the 

positions meetings with Gromyko. 

BESSMERTNYKH: I was told that he was asked to call 

BLIGHT: One of the difficulties of these meetings is that the scholars have to sit and bite their 

nails while I refuse to call on them. This is doubly difficult when the person to my immediate 

left has been on the list for almost two hours. I call on janet Lang. 

DOBRYNIN: We'll give you one hour. Go ahead [laughter]! 

jANET M. LANG: Good heavens! I just have one question. I want to combine a comment 

and a question that Joe [Nye] asked and Bob [Pastor] asked together with something both of 

them brought up earlier. I want to address it to both sides, both Americans and Russians. It 

to issue of the paradox--"Nye's paradox"--since Joe identified it. However much 

more and countries became in the Carter period. clear 

seem to 

or to connect to 



the 

let me tum to " Bob said his were clearly 

thresholds once t"rt1><1111"''n 

My is at what point does it--.. -.~ 

trickle up to the highest __ .. ,, .... , .• the focus is heavily on the U.S.-Soviet dimension--that what 

care about is getting screwed up because of these things that they're inherently not as 

interested in? 

We saw night on the video of the Carter years how affected President Carter was by 

the Soviet intervention in Mghanistan. His words and, even more, his expression, conveyed his 

utter gloom about dealing with the Soviets and, of course, this meant implicitly that the SALT 

treaty was dead, and that detente was dead, too. Wayne said he thought detente was dead, or 

dying, long before that. We've talked to some Russian colleagues who say that the "brigade" 

issue sealed its fate for them. How does this work? How is it that the bad news, so to speak, 

is so long in coming and, when it does come, it seems always to come too late? 

KOMPLEKTOV: I can give a very simple answer, janet. When there was a linkage with 

SALT But 



LANG: But is the final awareness 

on 

event? 

result a~~~~ .. Y"T,.,..-, Or, as seemed 

does .. __ ,,...,.., 

DOBRYNIN: No, it couldn't be caused by only one thing. It happens over 

last 

of a 

Like Mark 

[Garrison] was saying earlier: you begin to draw some general conclusions from these individual 

events. You see patterns. 

LANG: Do you personally remember a moment when you said to yourself: "detente is dead," 

or "SALT is dead," or "U.S.-Soviet relations have really hit bottom?" 

DOBRYNIN: Well, there really wasn't a specific action. But if you are asking: was there a 

point after which all attempts to improve relations were futile--then, yes, it was after the affair 

with the Russian brigade in Cuba. After that, there was no way we were going to recover. No 

way. 

KOMPLEKTOV: That was the point ... 

DOBRYNIN: see, us it so 

It was so u...,,..,I.U.., ..... 

was: or to 

to get over We came back to the one SALT. But for us it 



was as someone un;, .. nu~n deliberately. SALT? 

was it 

LANG: Well, going to get shortly, so I could do 

DOBRYNIN: When are we going to go into this? 

LANG: Next session. But just a teeny follow-up.if I may? Let's say the brigade was the straw 

that broke the back of hope for rescuing detente. Whatever date you believe that these regional 

issues torpedoed it--did that get into explicit discussion, between Soviets and Americans? 

DOBRYNIN: No, it's just that it was in the atmosphere a little more. And more and more and 

more. There was no specific discussion. That's a big issue. But at that time it wasn't a big 

issue as such. We didn't really know what happened--what hit us, you could say--until after it 

happened. We were too busy with the details of the Russian brigade, or this or that. But after 

a of course, we realized what had happened, though to be honest we didn't always 

at re-convene 



SESSION 4: 
THE CRASH, 1979-1980: FROM THE BRIGADE IN ClJBA 

TO THE INVASION OF AFGHA1'.1ST AN 

BLIGHT: We move now to the last session. In certain respects it is the most important. 

Unquestionably, it is the most dramatic. We all saw President Carter last night on the 

speaking to a reporter just after Soviet troops had crossed the frontier into Mghanistan, visibly 

affected the recognition brought on by that event The president said something to the effect 

that this single action taken by the soviets represented the most dangerous threat to peace since 

World War ll. That is an overstatement. of course, derived from a remark issued in the heat of 

the moment. But there's no doubt that as 1979 came to a close, U.S.-Soviet relations, regional 

-
conflicts and even the nuclear threat seemed to have entered a much more difficult and dangerous 

phase. 

We have already heard from several participants on both the U.S. and Russian sides some 

thoughts on how this state of affairs came to exist--how the brief euphoria connected with the 

signing of SALT n in June 1979 seemed to yield almost immediately to hints of a new Cold War 

on the In some discussions we have had with Soviet participant" these events--

Svetlana has had several such discussions--two things have become clear: .. at the invasion 

of not come, as it seemed to some at the time, "out of the blue": and second, that 

summer over was, 

was no a detente. 



I'd to Bob [Pastor] 

are not 

seem to be quite a 

to 

GARTHOFF: Bob's going 

BLIGHT: Okay, Bob and then Ray. 

Ray to lead 

was a team 

So, 

of 

Alas, 

those of you who 

of our own team is 

PASTOR: Well, as many of you know, I was working in the National Security Council during 

the Carter administration--on Latin America, from '77 to '81. I thought of myself as working 

for three bosses: Carter, Brzezinski, and Vance, all of whom I respect greatly. I am told that I 

am therefore one of a very small set of individuals: who worked for all three for four years and 

who retained a deep respect for all three. Everyone in this room is aware that in the period we 

are oe~:ummg 

complex and 

I was 

to discuss, the relationships between these 

sometimes difficult 

Latin at the 

It 

at it to 
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extraordinary men became 
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military affairs at were ranting about 

a Soviet in Cuba. And I 

BLIGHT: but what was the date of this? 

~YE: Do you remember your honeymoon, Bob [laughter]? 

PASTOR: Joe's laughing because he knows that we didn't go on our honeymoon immediately 

after we were married. I couldn't be ... I couldn't be spared at the time [laughter]. It was three 

months later--it was late August of '79, just before the public explosion. I guess it must have 

been right after [Senator] Frank Church [D-Idaho] was let in on it. Mter listening to Brzezinski 

and Odom. I said: "I don't understand what the problem is. It certainly doesn't seem to be 

serious enough to interrupt my honeymoon! And I think I was right. It wasn't. 

I had spent the previous six months in charge of an interagency task force on the non

aligned movement, in which I had tried to steer the U.S. government into a different policy 

toward the movement. The previous policy had been to ignore it as unimportant, but then to 

complain loudly after their various (usually anti-U.S.) resolutions came out I wanted us to 

engage and to encourage Third World to play a role the And 

I on 

(He was head the movement and was host of 



Havana 

believed 

Ambassador Dobrynin also that this was part a more general the U.S. 

Kmrernme.m to humiliate the ..... ,....,.,.,.,..., and kill of SALT n and detente the bargain. 

Though the Carter Administration may have appeared to some to be coming apart at that 

moment, the main players were not consciously self-destructive, so much so that they wanted to 

try to embarrass either Fidel Castro or President Brezhnev. There was no conspiracy to 

embarrass anyone. The irony, of course, is that the U.S.--we in the Carter Administration--were 

the people who wound up embarrassed by this brigade episode. 

In the article on the "brigade" contained in the briefmg book for this conference, by 

[Richard] Neustadt and [Ernest] May, some comparisons are made to the missile crisis. The 

comparison is inevitable, of course, since both events are, in a sense, about what the U.S. took 

to be an unacceptable Soviet presence in Cuba. But two important distinctions need to be drawn 

between the two events. The ftrst is that the brigade episode was not a real crisis; it was an 

A which we our interests and values were at would 

was an 



and by aficionados the is this: 

the U.S. government had several days--the better part of a week--to debate and ......_, ... .,o 

options, whereas in the brigade episode, the information leaked almost immediately. What 

do suppose would have happened missile crisis had the issue, had the information on 

the missiles leaked say, the third day? Right? You know what would have happened. At 

that moment, the Kennedy Administration hadn't come anywhere near a coherent or unified 

decision. Its hand would have been forced prematurely. The decision-making process would 

have been a mess on an issue much more serious than the brigade. Who knows what would have 

happened? That's essentially what happened with the brigade. The information leaked before 

anybody really understood what the truth actually was--what the information we were getting 

really added up to. Nobody knew for sure that the brigade had been in place since the early 

1960s. Nobody in the administration really knew what a brigade was doing there in the first 

place. The most basic questions arose: why would the Soviets have a brigade--put a brigade--into 

Cuba? And why would they do so particularly at a moment like this, right after the signing of 

SALT n but before its ratification? Nobody understood that Even more important than the 

timing of the leak was the spin of the leak. The information was brought out by a person-

"""''""'.'"' Prank Church--who was thought to one of the most liberal But Church 

seetnea to be SALT cannot 

it was 

we already 



a box to 

to try to get ilie 

On were two basic views: Vance's and 

of iliem nnr1~n~t~~ ~~u·~~~·~·~ iliat ratification of SALT was 

But iliey had very different strategies ilie 

view. Boili 

more 

Brzezinski iliat we ignored ilie brigade, iliere was no way to get SALT ratified; iliat failure 

to act would provide still more evidence to ilie conservative movement in ilie country that ilie 

Carter Administration was weak on Soviet expansionism. He believed iliat iliere was no way the 

Senate would ever ratify it under iliose circumstances. So he advocated playing it up in a manner 

iliat would help to show iliat ilie Carter Administration was tough and, ilierefore, iliat you could 

trust in Soviet compliance with ilie SALT agreement. 

As often happened, Vance favored just ilie opposite approach. He wanted ilie 

administration to play it down, to convey ilie impression iliat ilie brigade was really quite a minor 

incident. This is because what he believed was important was ilie arms agreement--ilie 

ratification of SALT IT. And, of course, Vance tried--he obviously tried--to communicate his 

sense of ilie matter in a message to Ambassador Dobrynin. He emphasized iliat •vhile we realize 

ilie itself is not a serious concern, it does, in ilie minds of some, r~ 

meant ilie 

I 
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Here I would to a to another episode of greater ,,.,,.,u .. -

cance the It occurred the previous and concerned the delivery to of 

MiG~23 the soviet Union. arose at that as to the MiG-23s 

constituted a violation of the Kennedy-Khrushchev understanding. Though the question was very 

sensitive, it was handled and successfully by Ambassadors Dobrynin and Bessmertnykh, 

and by Cy Vance and Marshall Shulman. Because--or in large part because--the relevant 

information was closely held, not leaked inda damaging way. the issue was resolved quietly to 

the satisfaction of both sides. I think that the issue was resolved well. The brigade was, by 

comparison, a trivial issue insofar as threats to U.S. security were concerned. The MiG 

controversy had been over whether the planes were nuclear capable. Nobody argued in the 

Carter Administration that the brigade was a security threat. But the leak, in my view, prevented 

sensible people on both sides from taking the sensible approach that had been taken the year 

before. 

In the end President Carter went back and forth between these two views of Vance and 

Brzezinski--between the view that the episode should be played down and the view that a show 

of was necessary. Why? Because there was for views in Senate, 

have to vote n or 

it same 



subtle while the status quo was not unacceptable, status quo had been 

Soviets. we would change it as 

Let me say a word about the famous remark by Cy Vance that the status 

unfortunately was interpreted to mean the presence of the brigade in Cuba--was 

"untacc:ep1:able." My impression of what happened--! hope Marshall will correct me I am 

wrong--is that somehow or other was able to g:et Cy Vance to make that comment Zbig:'s 

early argument--Zbig:'s early thesis when the information about the brigade ftrSt arrived-was that 

"the status quo would have to change." But he knew that the brigade wasn't leaving. What he 

wanted to do was use it as an opportunity to take a series of ten specific steps--steps he had 

already outlined and tried, unsuccessfully, to get implemented. These included a joint task force 

on the Caribbean and a whole bunch of other things, including sanctions against the Soviet 

Union. What Zbig meant by the status quo being "unacceptable" was that we would add condi

tions after the Soviet Union decided not to pull out the brigade. Vance must have agreed with 

the sense of what lay behind Zbig:'s idea. But unfortunately, the rationale for the position was 

not given when it was stated by Vance, and the press misinterpreted him to be saying: that the 

brigade had to go. Even when it was explained later. it did the administration no good. 

I always thought the brigade episode was an important event, even though the 

it 

as be was u ... ....,.,,6 
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Cuba was an important threat to the U.S. I think 
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as had done previously v.ith regard to the Panama Canal tre.utes. I think the reason 

his reaction to the Afghan invasion was so harsh is that even and November 1979, 

was absolutely convinced that SALT would be ratified-that he would fmd a way. even though 

it would not be easy. janet remarked earlier about the look on President Carter's face right after 

the invasion: that was a of his belief. right up to the moment he heard the news, that 

both SALT and detente were salvageable. With the invasion of Afghanistan he knew, for the 

fmt tinle, that none of these goals were reachable. 

This brings me, in conclusion, to some questions for our Russian colleagues. What kinds 

of calculations--political calculations--led to the decision to intervene with troops in Afghanistan? 

How did the issue of the ratification of SALT enter into it. if it did at all? Had you already 

concluded that Carter could not succeed in getting it ratified? Was there a perception. perhaps, 

that Carter was no longer committed to the ratification of SALT. as a result of the brigade 

episode? Was there nobody in the Kremlin saying that the brigade episode was largely a 

function of an inopportune leak? Didn't anybody notice that it was a bigger embarrassment to 

the Carter Administration than to either the Soviets or Cubans? Or was there universal 

agreement that the brigade was a premeditated, manufactured attempt to humiliate both? What 

was the connection, in Soviet decision-making, between the brigade, the interpretation of the 

SALT and the to go into Afghanistan? 

BLIGHT: to now. 

is does it make more 

on Bob's presellttation now. before Ray's opening """rt"""1"'" on Afghanistan? 



SHULMAN: I'd like to 

BESSMERTNYKH: Excuse 

brigade. that right? 

BLIGHT: Please, go ahead. 

BESSMERThYKH: Let me just try to introduce a different perspective on the question. So 

far in our analysis we have concentrated on the shortage of the time for discussion by the U.S., 

caused by Senator Church's leak. Well. yes, the leak produced problems. There is no question 

about that. It was a mistake for him to leak the information to the press because the Carter 

Administration didn't yet know the facts of the matter and. of course, they therefore didn't know 

how they should respond. But from my point of view, the leak is not the main issue. I think 

this is an issue, of course. But this is not the basic issue. 

There is a prior question. That is: why had the administration been working on this so

called "problem" of the brigade so intensively that Senator Church (and other Senators) received 

this top-level information? Senator Church's leak was actually a consequence of intensive 

going on the administration. Church did not the investigation 

gave 

be 

was 



comes in only at the end. seem to me to the important 

questions to 

PASTOR: Well, one person, above all others, was essential to beginning investigation into 

the brigade Cuba: Senator Richard Stone of Florida. He was extremely nervous about his 

standing Florida--he was up for re-election in 1980..-because he had voted in favor of the 

Panama Canal treaties. He elicited a pound of flesh from us as a result of his giving his support 

to the treaties. Stone, like all the conservative Democratic Senators, were very vulnerable 

politically. They were feeling a lot of pressure from the right-wing of the Party, especially over 

SALT IT, which the right-wing had hated all along. Stone. as a Florida Senator. was also 

receiving intelligence about issues and events related to Cuba, so when the reports started to 

come in about a brigade, he also received them. 

So Stone wrote a letter to President Carter about it. President Carter then asked Secretary 

Vance to respond and, based on the intelligence at that time, Secretary Vance told Stone that 

there was no intelligence indicating any Soviet brigade or any other Soviet troops. But, Vance 

also told letter that we were going to increase our 

to 

to 



BESSMERTNYKH: That's a very important point. Because ... 

KOMPLEKTOV: It was new information. 

PASTOR: Exactly! The intelligence was given to us as if the Soviets had moved troops to 

Cuba very recently. As if it were new information. They reported it as new information because 

they bad not been looking for anything like that for the previous 13 years. 

BESSMERTJ\,j'YKH: Because otherwise it was really very artificial, almost--forgive me--almost 

like an attempt to sabotage the SALT treaty. 

PASTOR: No, no. Remember when you told us a while ago that there was no conspiracy--no 

Soviet conspiracy--to take over the world [gestures at Bessmertnykh]? It's the same on our side. 

There was no conspiracy to dump the SALT treaty. at least not within the Carter Administration. 

Par from 

But we 

and all of those around him saw it a big success. We all wanted it ratified. 
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the reply. I think. next morning. that stated that Sa.sha., MarshaJL Cy Vance and myself were 

needed in Washington to discuss this matter. Marshall. do you remember this? We simply could 

not believe the story. We could not believe it! It was ridiculous--all this talk abut a brigade-

quote. unquote--that had just arrived in Cuba. But. my goodness. it had been there since 1962. 

PASTOR: Yes. I see that from your vantage point. the whole thing looked fishy. But our main 

problem was that we had not been looking for anything like the brigade for many years. And 

when the information was leaked Prank Church. we--and I cannot over-stress this--we didn't 

have time to look into the matter aDd discuss .if aanong ourselves. As I remember it. almost a 

full week elapsed after Church broke the information to the press before the intelligence 

community was able to sift through all their sources and discover that-yes-the brigade probably 

had bee4 there for a long time. and that its apparent newness was a function of the time gap 

between searches. so to speak-that it was an artifact of having ignored it for so long. 

DOBRYNIN: But my question is this: did Church bring this out after he spoke with Cy Vance? 

PASTOR: Newsom Secretary of State for Political 

GARTHOFF: goon 

to 



BLIGHT: Yes, let's do that. Okay, we•ve got Marshall Shulman and then Wayne Smith. and 

then that portion of Ray ' s comments that are directly on the brigade episode! Marshall1 

SHULMAN: What had happened is that many of our intelligence resources. particularly the 

interpretive stuff, had fallen way behind the times. We had transferred people who had been 

looking after Cuba to other duties, so that we were receivin& material on Cuba that hadn't been 

subject to informed evaluation. We weren't tracking it vetfclosely either~£ Senator Stone had 
. ~ 

been receiving little bits and pieces of information from enksres in the Mf~i area. As usual, 
', -~- ' 'e '~ 

they were reporting all kinds of things, mostly rumors that ~ere not subjeCt to evaluation by our 

people. 

But Stone began to look into these reports that ~were Soviet soldiers on the island. 
:"', 

-- ~:·. 

My memory of it is that there was a request to the Agency [CAl to see what it had on the topic. 
· · ·;f~ 

I ftrst heard of it in a little item that came my way indicatm~ that there wu evidence of Soviet 
.s~ ·:·J 

troops in Cuba--and this turned out to be important--that may be a combat brigade'. The 

reasoning, as I recall, went like this: it wasn't a communidtions unit; it wasn't a medicii unit; 

so it must be a combat unit, since that is the only other category. The unit also had a brigade 
:~-:-

headquarters formation. which was a formation not very widely used by· the Soviets, and thus 

fairly easy to detect. So--guess what? It came to be called a .. combat brigade .. although we 

hadn•t actually spotted the brigade itself. It was the configuration of the headquarters that gave 

it away as a combat brigade. 

When this intelligence ftrst reached me, I called my friend Arnold Horelick over at the 

CIA on. a classified phone. I asked Arnold! "so, what il this t Does thil mean anything?" He 

152 



worry about it This is -eJtCU!~e me for my language- "this is a "CY A," that 

"cover your ... rear-end situation. It takes someone like Senator Stone to show that 

is not like the"'"'"' ... , ..... .., .. before the Cuban missile with Senator [Kenneth] Keating [R-

J';."Y), where we were on our toes." Based on my conversation with Horelick. I concluded that 

whatever it was, the brigade was of no importance. 

PASTOR: Was Horelick aware of Vance's letter to Stone saying that there was no evidence for 

a Soviet brigade in Cuba? 

SHULMAN: I don't know. I don't remember the exact date of that letter but I assume it was 

sent shortly before I had the conversation with Horelick. In any case, this little flurry occurred 

very close to the Labor Day weekend and Congress was out of town. In the State Department, 

however, we had a different problem: we had reports that Aviation Week and Space Technology 

was going to carry a story on the brigade in Cuba. And so there was a debate within the State 

Department about whom to inform: do we inform everybody--all the members of Congress--or 

just one or two congressional leaders? In the end a very selective group of people was called. 

They were chairmen of committees, the leaders of the House and Senate, and so on. 

You all know. of course, that Senator Church was in a desperate fight for re-election. He 

he was on on Cuba. He some 
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to keep But to their l!nrnri!~ ... he made his 

statement. not brigade. but he went on to 

SALT should not go forward until the matter was resolved. 

PASTOR: Vance's letter was to Stone was on July 

SHULMAN: I see. so that was a month before my conversation with Horelick. The next thing 

that Cy Vance did was to send a cable asking that Anatoly be brought back to Washington. 

DOBRYNIN: I was on my vacation. 

SHULMAN: Well, and, as I remember your mother and father were very ill at that time--were 

very sick. But Vance felt that it was absolutely essential to have that channel of communication. 

And I remember Anatoly coming in, and Vance said ... 

DOBRThr:rN: On that I agree. It was important to have the channel. 

SHULMAN: Yes. of the brigade had come 

am I ever going to n...r'C'tuan,. 

belleve me. 

our mu~wstenc::e Dlem:ne. 
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had pushed all the way back to '62. That wasn't until quite a bit later, as I remember. But in 

the meantime, alas, Vance made the statement that Bob referred to--it was a little bit like Bush's 

statement: "this will not stand." Vance said, essentially. that we will not accept the status quo. 

as Bob said. 

As soon as Anatoly returned to Washington. more inter-adversary communication-as I 

referred to it earlier--began to take place. We discussed, for example, what could the Soviet 

Union could do that it would make possible for President Carter to say-- to make a public 

statement saying: "Now the situation is okay. We have taken care of it." Our first effort was 

to persuade Anatoly to persuade the folks back home in Moscow to move some people around, 

take some people out, show some ships moving--anything that would look like "action." The 

goal of this exercise was to get some evidence that--you know--the old status quo was no longer 

the new status quo. Anatoly said: "look. we've been burned on the Cuban brigade and before 

on the Cuban missile crisis. and we're not willing to do that." 

But we persevered. Finally we produced a letter, which went through several revisions, 

but was the basis of the President's broadcast speech on October L It was basically what we 

wanted and needed. at that point. It contained the assurance from Mr. Brezhnev that the unit had 

not been off the anywhere else Latin America. 
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In the period leading up to the President's speech. a lot of damage had been done. The 

brouhaha died down after the President's broadcast on October 1st. But in the meantime, the 

whole optimistic spirit had gone out of the SALT process. During that brief period, both the 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the Armed Services Committee had given us an 

unambiguous reproach. In addition. many powerful political people were beginning to express 

opposition to the treaty. I believe that from that point on the prospects for ratification were very 

dim--very dim. Cy Vance did not agree. Vance believed. and the President believed. that it was 

still possible to get it through. 

DOBRYNIN: Marshall. I can subscribe to your story. In Moscow, it was the same way--I mean 

about what you call "inter-adversary communication." We had the impression and the feeling 

that you tried, on the American side, to do the right thing. so to speak. I mean: to understand 

what this Russian brigade had to do with the statements between Kennedy and Khrushchev. But 

you see. the Kennedy-Khrushchev understanding had nothing in it about troops. Nothing at all. 

It was all those people who opposed you, who opposed SALT. that were the problem. That's 

what we thought. You seemed to be under pressure from them to try to guess what kind of a 

was was thing okay to the 1962 agreement It 

sense to us. out are allowed 

we a 



I to use this brigade business to enlarge the 1962 understanding to include the exclusion of troops. 

f 
We could not figure out what else this could be about 

r BLIGHT: I call first on Wayne Smith and then on Ray Garthoff. 

r 
Sl\UTH: Actually I think the brigade affair is far more puzzling than it has been presented 

r because the time frame. as it has been presented so far, is too limited. I was director of Cuban 

I Affairs in the Department of State until early July. 1979. It was around July the lOth or so. I 

was being transferred to Havana and started checking out of the Department of State. But 

l occasionally I would go in and read the traffic. I believe I'm correct in saying that the first 

f intelligence report--this was an intelligence community report. not just CIA or NSA, but an 

r 
intelligence community report--that was dated July the 12th. 

As Marshall and Ambassador Dobrynin suggested, we hadn't really focussed over the 

f years on troops. Why? Because troops weren't part of the Kennedy-Khrushchev understanding. 

r That agreement focussed our intelligence efforts on Soviet hardware on the island. We were 
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On--I think it was the 17th. July the 17th--Senator Stone asked me to come by to say 

farewell. I think he wanted to make sure that I would get visas for him and for his constituents 

South Florida. once I got down to Havana. In any event. as I was waiting to go in to see 

Stone. two majors from the Defense Intelligence Agency came out I recognized them and 

something told me that they had been in there talking to Stone about the July 12th report. Indeed 

they had. When I walked into Stone's office. he slid: '*so. what•s this I hear about a Soviet unit 

in Cuba?" There was no point in bluffmg on this one--stone was obviously well-informed. I 

said: '*the reports are fragmentary. Senator. No conclusions have been drawn yet. But the same 

reports indicating there may be a unit there indicate that there's no evidence of recent arrivals 

of Soviet troops. So whatever is there has been there all along. or has been there for some time. 

And anyway. it would seem to be a conventional unit. if it is a unit So what difference does 

it make? (I mean. Bob was absolutely right Why call the poor fella back from his honeymoon 

over a conventional unit that didn•t threaten anyone?) [laughter]. 

But Stone's reaction was: "No. To get my vote on the Panama Canal treaties. the 

President promised me he would never permit a Soviet base in Cuba. But if there's a Soviet unit 

there. that's a base." I said: "I don't think that's what the President meant. He was talking 

w~tDOlrtS s'rstems. not some kind of a base. could have a quartermaster base and 
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To both 

new that our LU.~'LU.!;<;;ui.A; ........ "' .. "f:"' to be anything new Cuba. 

troops had been there all along. But the Well, technically that was right I mean, 

report indicated something what we had been saying. We had 

saying that the Soviet personnel are there mostly in an advisory capacity. Why not have 

.. yes. there are some reports indicating there is some kind of a small unit there. as we've been 

saying, 3 to S thousand troops, mostly in an advisory capacity. But there do appear to be some 

connected with the headquarters unit of a brigade." Or words to that effect Really. what 

difference did it make? It was not a violation of the 1962 understanding. I think had we been 

straightforward about it from the beginning, we wouldn't have gotten ourselves into a box. But 

Stansfield Turner and Harold Brown, for reasons I still don't understand--that have never been 

explained--simply denied the existence of any new information. {I had occasion at a dinner party 

one evening three or four years ago to ask Admiral Turner about it. Alas, he really had no 

answer. He simply said he had had a briefing paper in front of him. which he presented 

accurately to the committee. Why the briefmg paper had been written the way it was. he had 

no idea). 

Stone then immediately wrote the letter to the president, inquiring about the unit in Cuba. 

That have been about July the 17th or 18th--when Stone wrote the letter. He then went 

over to answer. I went the of State that or 
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up showed me they 

to what 

Now. I up a and say that I had a note to the 

I came back Stone's office reporting the conversation and saying that we 

lli.U\J'I.U\,4 be careful not to get out on a limb on this. There were. I said. intelligence reports 

indicating that there seemed to be some kind of a unit on the island and. we took the position 

that there was nothing new, the limb might be sawed off behind us. Now, Church had. of course. 

chaired that hearing in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on July the 17th. Based on what 

Stansfield Turner and Harold Brown had said. Church made a statement. Senator Church gave 

a statement saying there is nothing new in Cuba--I've forgotten exactly the wording--but in other 

words, Church said that there is nothing new in the situation. that we have no indication of any 

change in the situation. But then the limb was sawed off behind him. Remember that this 

all occurs way back in July. This was not in August. The leak occurred near the end of August. 

That meant there was an entire month when we knew about the situation and might have been 

developing a position. 

In retrospect. I think perhaps rather than going back and getting my car and heading 

to Miami, I should have around and taken up the cudgels. But I had assumed--wrongly, 

people were aware of someone was going to do something about 
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we had to was be straugJtttc,rward about But we were not some reason, 

we were not I'm convinced the U.S. 

government to deceive, to mislead the Soviets~ I think it was 1:!1"""''u a matter of someone 

aroppu1g the balL 

So fmally you get to the point at which we are informed--that the Department of State 

was informed, that the Secretary and Dave Newsom found out--that there was going to be an 

article in Week on this brigade. Everybody realizes that something is going to have 

to be said. At that point. they begin scrambling around and then call Frank Church. Of course 

by this point Church is in the midst of a life or death bid for reelection. We in the State 

Department have put him out on a limb by telling that there was nothing there. He's made 

statements to that effect. Now we force him to eat his words. 

My recollection of the notes back and forth on this is that when Church asked Vance if 

the State Department was going to make a statement, the Secretary said "no." Church then 

asked: "well, would you mind if I did?" And Vance, in his very gentlemanly way, said: "well, 

Senator, that would not be at all helpful, but of course the decision is up to you." I think Vance 

assumed that exchange meant that Church wouldn't leak it. But to Church, Vance had given him 

a green light to go ahead. Anyway, the brigade episode really does deserve study and analysis. 

I don't think any of us in this room today still understand exactly it happened way it did. 

BLIGHT: it 

not 
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HERSHBERG: I ask a on one A 

BLIGHT: The clock begun to 

HERSHBERG: Okay. Several of you mentioned that was going to bring 

the story out anyway. Was Church informed about this? If he was, then the leak looks like a 

pre-emptive strike on his part 

SMITH: The story was going to come out No doubt about it 

HERSHBERG: Yes, but was Church told that? 

SMITH: He .!!M told that. Yes. He was told that it was going to come out. His question was: 

is the Department of State making a statement?" He was told no, and so he made one himself. 

You're right. It was a pre-emptive strike on his part, I think, and that's the way he saw it. 

That's not way the Department of State saw it, of course. But put yourself in Church's posi-

You've been told authoritatively that there isn't anything there. You've made public 

statements on suddenly. in the midst of reelection campaign, your are told 

is And it come to we'd 
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BLIGHT: Bob Pastor. 

PASTOR: I have what I think is a simple question. It occurred to me, that perhaps 

Ambassador Dobrynin or Ambassador Bessmertnykh might be able to answer it. We had 

information that there were some troops in Cuba. They were. we thought, advisory. They were 

military advisors. But the new information we were getting suggested that the Soviets were 

organized into a combat brigade, with a headquarters attached to it. That there would be advisors

-this made a lot of sense to us. But a combat brigade? We had a hard time explaining this, even 

to ourselves. Why would there be a Soviet combat brigade in Cuba? We never had an answer 

to that question. Could you answer that question? 

DOBRYNIN: Well. really. I don't think it matters whether or not you call it a "combat brigade" 

or a "training brigade." It was a center for training. It was required for training. That is a fact. 

That is what it was for. What difference does it make if it has this or that kind of "headquar-

ters," anyway? 

PASTOR: was very Blight and Wayne this as 

to us 

it as a 
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DOBRYNIN: And so how did he describe it? 

PASTOR: I 

combat unit. as I recall-as a gesture to the Cubans, because the Soviets had given up so much 

the deal between Kennedy and Khrushchev--missiles, bombers and even some patrol boats, 

I think. 

BESSI\tfERTI\t'YKH: But I think the significance of the unit cannot be in the fact that it had a 

headquarters. or some other aspect of what looked to your intelligence to be similar to combat 

units. It seems to me ... 

DOBRYNIN: Look, we could discuss how we felt about the circumstances which led to the 

Russian brigade being left in Cuba--how we felt about all that. for example. In any case. you 

yourself have just explained why the brigade was left and why it was there. It was there because 

it was there mean it was there 1962, and that it why it was in 1979. 

BLIGHT: I on 

I account 

out. I over some 



however, 

lateral 

as a to of our desire to improve • .,..., •• u..,,wo 

re*instituted rec::orutttlllSSllillce in 

At Brzezinski • s urging, 

to check on the MiG-23 

we have already c:liscussed. At this point we were mostly flying SR-71s with 

rather thtlill draft overflight photography. But in March, 1979, the period leading 

up to the summit tlilld SALT agreement. Brzezinski signed a White House directive to. the 

Director of Central Intelligence to check the situation in Cuba by re-IJllalyzing existing 

information tlilld authorizing the flying of new close-in SR-71 intelligence missions. They were 

to check out the situation before the Vienna summit md make sure there were no Soviet 

violations of the 1970 understlllllding on Cienfuegos, the '78 understllillding on the MiG-23s or 

Mything else that President Carter needed to bring up with Brezhnev. 

This new information begllill to break through at just about the time of the summit 

meeting. In July, as has already been noted, some of this begtlill to leak in public statements by 

Senator Stone. This occurred on July 11th llilld July 15th, when Stone went public. By the time 

of the hearings on July 17th, which have been noted--the hearings of the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee--a Senate staff aide had given Stone a tip about a recent build-up of Soviet 

combat troops in Cuba, perhaps as much as a brigade. So Stone asked Brown--Secretary Brown-

llilld Director Turner tlilld General [Eugene] Tighe, head of DIA. who were all together in a closed 

apparent build-up of a brigade. Stone got a somewhllit equivocal resporlSe, 

he'd concerilS 

I as 

So Hrrown 

.LtUJllUU l'!u··•r-tt-.r of the .. ,.,., ... vu.,.. :-.iJ"r'UMnt Agency] u~-uu~;;u to 



a statement on the spot that was Javits on behalf 

mn,nrtlilnt oec:ause. as Wayne 

had put himself on the in this statement The s:ame day. John 

Helms, leaked the story a Soviet ground force. brigade in 

to ABC news. On the 19th. intelligence. community brought together. fmally. these new 

reports. and they concluded at that time-that is the intelligence. community as a whole concluded

-that there was a headquarters-at least the headquarters--of a Soviet brigade and some units other 

than advisory groups. The purpose of the unit and its exact size was unclear. 

As people in the intelligence. community began looking more and more they found. for 

example, intercepted Russian communications from 1976 and 1978 referring to a brigade. In 

1978 photographs of Soviet Army equipment and weapons in two camps near Los Palacios turned 

up. But at this point, it was still not clear that all this information signified that presence of a 

Soviet Army brigade. But then on July 20, Ted Koppel of ABC news broadcast on TV that "a 

brigade of Soviet troops. possibly as many as six thousand combat-ready men, has been moved 

into Cuba within recent weeks." He noted administration denials. Still, at this point, the story 

did not, for some reason, catch on, even though it was on ABC news. It excited little interest. 

to 

no 

Then on July 24th Senator Stone--now sure he had an issue-- wrote a letter to the 

about all of the Soviet military presence. in Cuba. That's the letter 

as 

statement of 

.,...,,..,,.,...,,,_ had been of the 

on behalf a cleared 

as 
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soon paid 

and on 

of brigade 

for 

........ ~·- PJ!lottogr;apn:v revealed the 

engaged field maneuvers. On the 20th, 

the same military exercise area was vacated and the men and the equipment were seen at the two 

carnps near Los Palacios. So, National Foreign Assessment Center issued a coordinated 

intelligence finding, without dissent, on August 22nd, confirming. by collating all the different 

sources, the presence of a Soviet combat brigade, comprising three infantry and one armored 

battalions, 40 tanks, 60 armored personnel carriers, artillery. about 2,600 men under the command 

of a Soviet Army colonel. (The latter was known not from photography. but other means). But 

anyway, the unit had no observable connection with Cuban military forces. The word combat 

was used to characterize its weapons and equipment and to distinguish it from logistics or 

advisory units. It was not intended to designate its purpose, which remained unknown. 

Now, as this new information became known on the 22nd of August, most of the top 

administration figures were out of town. President Caner was on the paddle wheeler Delta 

Queen, on the Mississippi. He was informed about it the next day. Brzezinski was with his 

family vacationing in Vermont In Washington it was concluded that since the brigade was not 

a new development, only one newly recognized and confirmed, there was no urgency and it was 

agreed to await the return of senior leaders after Labor Day. On August 27th, the=== 

..... .,.,.,,.n an account The, two days the 
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made an 

both decided 

But that was not known unlrne4:lla!tel} 

caDJtnet-level Special 

Neither was given any ,..,+, ... rn'l or 

and didn't 

On same day the deputies 

deputy, objected to a State Department proposal that the matter be raised 

the Soviets. When Brzezinski was informed by phone. be asked Aaron to defer any action 

until after Labor Day. when the president. be and Brown would be back in Washington. But 

Secretary Vance decided to raise the matter with the Soviet embassy. Also, be authorized Under 

Secretary Newsom to call eight congressional leaders of both parties the next day and tell them 

about the brigade. 

Only one of the 8 decided to do something about it--Senator Cburcb. He was concerned 

personally because the information seemed to him to undercut the statement that bad been issued 

under his name and Javits's on the 19th, and be didn't want to appear to have been a gullible tool 

of an uninformed administration. Thafs when Church called Vance and tried to call the 

President, unsuccessfully. AF. Wayne and Marsball noted, Vance said "I know you'll use your 

best judgment in what you say." Vance was asked whether the administration was going to make 

a statement. Church also asked Vance what would happen if be made a statement and Vance 

it would it be harmful. but that only could make the decision. So that's how 

we 

I itis 

It was not a center." 



was MOrSCOW at this That's what Fidel Castro been complaining 

about A!& Bob Pastor uv,~. Castro ,.,.\r,.c·!:!""rl resentment over times 

Havana last it was called a "training center," or a 

and that he hadn't been"""""·'"' .. " I it 

Soviets give the impression that his troops--Cuban troops--needed 

"training" by the Soviets in Cuba. 

DOBRY~1N: Were there any changes that had occurred after this one--this change in the name? 

I GARTHOFF: No. Nothing changed. 

KOJ\cfPLEKTOV: I remember when we received information from the Washington embassy 

in regard to the brigade issue that--that it could be very harmful to Soviet-American relations as 

a whole. We understood immediately that the administration was helpless. We didn't know the 

whole story, of course, as it has been told today at this meeting. But we knew that in some sense 

things had gotten out of control for the Carter Administration. So. we worked very hard at that 

to provide the embassy with an explanation that would be acceptable to all parties. 

You we had 

who it was nota 
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I am sure that whether we would have had Afghanistan--our Vietnam-there was no 

more no for the ratification of the SALT treaty. I mean the brigade 

was Afghanistan. 

PASTOR: Do you say that because you think President Carter did not ratification or 

because, your judgment, he would be unable to win ratification? 

KOMPLEKTOV: Because, you see, because the political situation was really--at that stage--it 

was beyond the control of the administration. And now here he was, beginning the year in which 

he must be reelected, and the situation is out of controL But to answer your question, I don't 

know whether Carter "wanted" ratification after the brigade thing. Maybe he did. But it was 

impossible. To us it was impossible, no matter what we did. 

DOBRYNIN: It was really the last opportunity--the last chance--to reverse the trend. 

BLIGHT: What I would like to do now is bring the OlSC::,us&ilOn of the brigade to a perhaps 

prema1:ure corlclutsion. I ""'~·--.to more look 

-mt!ltiCiiml=n8ilOJlllll it 



we must turn now to Soviet in 

to off go until 5:45, at 

I 

point we 

asked Ray 

break~ Ray? 

GARTHOFF: My subject as given to me by Jim Blight is "The Crash: From the Brigade in 

Cuba to the Invasion of Afghanistan," and the coming of World Warn. Excuse me, I mean Cold 

War n Daughter]. I note that--not the mistake--Daughter]-I note that because I would say, 

looking back at the period, these events really didn't lead to Cold War ll. 

DOBRYl'tlJN: Or World Warn either [laughter]. 

GARTHOFF: Or World Warn either. as Ambassador Dobrynin points out [laughter]. They 

certainly signified an end of the detente of the '70s, which was of course already quite 

beleaguered. But I think we must understand the developments like the brigade and Afghanistan 

as part of a phase of the Cold War. There were periods of ups and downs at different times. 

There had been detentes in the '50s and '60s, as well as the one in the '70s. Certainly the Soviet 

occupation of Afghanistan--or to be more precise the American reaction to the Soviet occupation 

of Afghanistan--knocked out the last props of detente in the United States. I think the most 

significant of that was the statement we all heard and saw a 

He 

1979] 

two and a 



seen in 
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of 

Ango~ to Shaba to 

moving 
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[Ethiopia and Somalia]. to Yemen, to Iran and finally to Afghanistan. I don't penson8.ll~ 

believe that the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan fits very well with the of concept. 

I think it was unwise and unnecessary. And it did involve, as one secondary motive. support for 

ideological advance and for the Afghan April revolution, which was under siege. But it also 

involved judgments about Soviet security interests that put I think. more into the--if you wish-

into the historical lineage of [the 1968 invasion of] Czechoslovakia, more than it did of. say. 

Angola. The latter provided a better fit with the so-called "arc" of Soviet expansion. The former 

seems to me to have been more closely related to straightforward Soviet security interests. 

In any event, the intervention came, as far as the United States was concerned. at a time 

when there was widespread concern about three aspects of Soviet behavior. The first was Soviet 

Third World expansionism as seen from Washington, and indeed from the United States as a 

whole, because it was a widely held view in country. The second I think 

concern--was the Dei·cet)tic•n of a Soviet drive for military superiority. A 

....... , .......... concern was a cornDlnatlon of the according to which 

was 

it must 
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The Carter Administration responded to the situation in Afghanistan with a number of 

sanctions, some merely punitive, and others intended (initially) to bring about the withdrawal of 

Soviet forces. The Soviet forces stayed, but the overall impact of these measures was to 

dismantle what was left of the structure of detente. Even some routine things that had preceded 

it were rolled back. President Carter himself referred to the occupation of Afghanistan as. "the 

greatest threat to the peace since World War II," and as a direct threat to U.S. security. Taken 

literally, this means he saw it as a greater threat than the Cuban missile crisis or the Berlin crises. 

One result of U.S. sanctions and other activity in the wake of the Afghan occupation was 

the cutting of a whole range of routine and cooperative arrangements in areas like science and 

the arts. The "Carter Doctrine" followed--a multi-faceted reassertion of containment. with special 

emphasis on U.S. determination to keep the Soviets out of the Persian Gulf. The administration 

also re-activated military containment. Many of the programs were already under way--like the 

MX-but they were given greater emphasis in the final year of the administration. Moreover, the 

"China card" was given another play when Secretary of Defense Brown paid a visit to China. 

Although Brown's trip to Beijing was, in fact, announced at the time of the President's October 

the Cuban brigade, it led to further military ties to China in 1980. 

people who have spoken to the question, I myself think that SALT 

1979. It even 

It been a 

Arms 

out 



of the question. Without Afghanistan--if the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan had simply never 

occurred--the punitive sanctions would have been avoided. But the atmosphere was such that real 

progress in U.S.-Soviet relations was probably not possible during the year 1980. 

I think we can see the Carter years as moving from a period of some effort-with 

uncertainties, to be sure, about how to proceed--but some effort to at the beginning to re-establish 

a detente that was already frayed by that time. This shifted over time to an emphasis on 

containment and a buildup of U.S. military power. I would also agree with Marshall Shulman 

that in addition to the items we have covered in our agenda here today, there were also other 

concerns. These included the military build-ups that each side attributed to the other; and the 

China card. Both are very important to bear in mind when considering U.S.-Soviet relations in 

the Carter years. 

BLIGHT: Thank you, Ray. I'd like now to call on Ambassador Bessmertnykh to elaborate a 

little bit, if he will, on a conversation we had last night at dinner about Afghanistan. Several of 

us found his remarks fascinating, particularly with regard to Soviet decision-making. I would 

then like to call on Marshall Shulman and Mark Garrison to discuss the decisions that were taken 

in reaction to the Soviet intervention. I know from talking to Mark, especially, that this was a 

difficult moment for him in Moscow, and I expect the same holds true for Marshall in 

Washington. Ambassador Bessmertnykh? 

BESS'MERTNYKH: Yes. first, I would like to make a couple of general statements. One 

comment is this: in our discussions of Afghanistan--and the other issues as well-to me,. there is 
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When we back on we say you this 

and therefore we did 

opinion, would say--more optimal than real. than real at the In a 

peculiar sense, we too much "credit." so to say, knowing everything in 

advance. So, we say, for ~AcuuJ""~• that the Soviet Union had a master plan to conquer the world, 

or something of this nature. Those of us on the inside, of course. as we have said. had no such 

experience of any master plan. Or even, sometimes, any plan at all [laughter]. Or. we may have 

thought there was a plot--or something like a plot-in certain parts of the U.S. government to kill 

the SALT II treaty. But then, of course, you tell us that there was nothing of the kind. And so 

on. In real life, so it appears, events, our relations and our policies depend more on accidents, 

coincidences and acting on very little real knowledge of what is going on. We have been 

through so many crises in this way. 

Secondly, we must avoid making the mistake of thinking that Soviet foreign policy was 

made--or is made--in a manner similar to the U.S. way of doing things. In the U.S. case, you 

have your National Security Decision Memoranda, National Security Study Memoranda and the 

like. There is a subject, someone assigns a report, the report is written and read and a policy 

comes into being. It is all--from our point of view. on the other side--it is all very orderly, very 

organized. very in a way. We don't have anything like that on the other side . 

........,,U,_,_. a f.JV.:ILLU'-'U 

If they accepted meant our line, our was 



" or a I we often misunderstood 

a master plan, they all talked about it at highest levels and ... ,,.,,,...,,.,....,., 

agrees that this be done. On the of Afghanistan. I assure you--and not only on 

AIJ~ams'mn·-UlllS was very far from what happened. 

The Afghanistan situation has always been even more than most of our decisions. 

Especially for those of us in the Ministry, we did not know then. and many years thereafter, 

who decided to send the troops in, why they decided it. how that sort of process worked in 1979. 

We didn't know. All we knew is that usual procedures were not followed; I mean the idea 

certainly did not come from the Ministry--from the working level, as was the usual case. 

We didn't have any answers at all, really, until the very last year-well, 1990 and 1991. 

At that time there was a special request by Gorbachev to find and to study the documents related 

to the decisions on Afghanistan--to fmd out how come it was done in 1979. It was curious: there 

were no good reports on it. Almost nothing at all. It was very peculiar. In addition, there was 

almost no useful information in the Defense documents, which was really odd, given the nature 

of the operation in December 1979. Oh, there were some very general statements. but that's 

about all. So, those of us who were involved in retrospective analysis tried to clarify the 

"'"""'"'"""' we were asking: how and why was it done; who, basically, took the decision-who 

of us here toward knew 

DOBRYNIN: were 



KOMPLEKTOV: know, I do 

to 

go ahead, and 

uu.I4U\,.4;;• Marshal Ogarkov and Marshal 

Mghanistan. But they were told to plans to go 

BESSMERTJ~t.rvKH: Yes, but the important question. of course. who said "go ahead." 

Because of the search first begun at Gorbachev's order, we now know the answer. (When I was 

minister I also instructed people to look into Afghanistan, on my own). Those who ordered it. 

who approved it. we now know were: [Foreign Minister Andrei] Gromyko, [Defense Minister 

Dmitry] Ustinov. [KGB Head Yuri] Andropov and [Head of the International Department of the 

Central Committee of the CPSU Boris] Ponomarev. Note, again, the addition of Ponamarev's 

name to the three more familiar. more important names. This gives, I think. some clues as to 

how the decision was reached, or rather why it was reached. Ponamarev's argument undoubtedly 

was that this was needed to save the socialist regime in Kabul and this, of course, was needed 

to provide further proof that the course of history was going the socialist way-our way. of 

course. then. 

It is interesting, but we have never been able to fmd any formalized documents signed, 

in the usual way, by the Politburo, authorizing the initial decision. We know who was, so to say, 

behind it--the four men I mentioned--but we have no evidence on it from official Politburo 

proceedings. I First of was not. 

was 

so drastically was that, the Soviet point of view. the 



and Afghanistan--the ~ ....... 

mctnuJS before of were 

were Kabul. We bad aircraft units sitting in 

some And of course was what. to these men. was a desperate problem: do we 

move to stabilize the situation Afghanistan after the arrest of the government? Do we put our 

" ..... ,,.,.,.....,. .. men back in charge? The answer was "yes." we must do this. in a limited action. 

I am convinced. at least. that this was 

I knew him very welL There never lived a more cautious or prudent man. So. how did he come 

to support it--this intervention? I believe he supported it because he was convinced-wrongly. 

of course--but he was convinced that the whole operation would be over very quickly-in maybe 

three months, certainly no more than six months. If he thought--I am convinced of this--if he 

thought the operation would have taken as much as a year, he would never have supported it. 

Never. Gromyko would never have gone for it. He thought: we will go in there; it will be a fast 

mission. then we will be out of there; and there won't. therefore. be any more trouble over this 

with the United States. And I emphasize: Gromyko cared about relations with the United States. 

Afghanistan? Hardly. 

It was not only Gromyko who was concerned about the political consequences of the 

documents it is clear that a lot of attention was given to the forthcoming 

pecrp1e who prepared for that 

it 

was a move and 
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"'I""''""'''" from the U.S. and 

also had some disagreements over the Afi.,l.l,vu, as is shown the 

they would be 

the action 

of Afghanistan as welt 

they probably 

drawn up to protect 

One fmal The big movement of troops comes at the very end of the year in 1979. 

The very end. By that time. everybody involved in the decision had become convinced-

absolutely convinced-that the SALT n treaty would not be ratified by the U.S. And not only 

in their minds. All of us were convinced of this. Therefore. they found it easy and natural to 

separate the question of Afghanistan from SALT. In a sense, with SALT. there was nothing to 

lose by intervening in Afghanistan. We felt for certain that the ratification process was dead. 

DOBRY1'.1N: Just two days ago the Politburo decision on the 2nd of January. 1980 was 

published in Moscow. It allowed for the Minister of Defense to put 50.000 Soviet troops in 

Afghanistan. This was a decision of the Politburo. All the members of the Politburo approved 

this specific decision. 

SHULMAN: Do you remember when that was dated? 

DOBRTh1N: As I the 

PASTOR: But were a of 

So they ... 



DOBRYNIN: 

of 

voted to 

had already been sent in--quite a That is correct 

But on the Politburo as a whole 

level of its parucJ.patlon to 50,000 troops. That 

is what I am the level of troops was set at 50,000 on the 2nd of January. Another 

about this document: it said, basically, go ahead and the independence of 

Afghanistan. Of course. this part was not publicized at the time. as you can imagine. 

My impression is that these decisions at first were taken in independence, mostly, of 

considerations of relations with the United States. It was already a difficult time. We were 

having all kinds of troubles, as we have been discussing here today. Brezhnev realized this, of 

course. So, the overall impression seems to have been that a decision to go into Afghanistan 

could be made without much cost to us. either militarily--as Sasha has said. it was, or Gromyko 

thought it· was, to be over in a few months. But also without international cost, because SALT 

was dead, because of the stupid brigade business and the like. Brezhnev knew we would be 

criticized. But so what? I think this was the view. 

l'.~'E: Why did Ogarkov and Akhromeyev oppose the decision to intervene? Viktor, you said 

that Ogarkov and Akhromeyev ... 

DOBRTh'IN: But to 

men 



KOMPLEKTOV: I also the strong that these two generals had studied the 

had studied it and learned some lessons it They did 

not want to make the same mistake. They turned out to be 

mistake. 

We did make the same 

BESSMERTNYKH: There is also another factor in the caution showed by both the military 

leadership and by the Foreign Ministry. And I think there was another-there was another thing. 

The introduction of troops was basically done on the basis of information collected by the KGB. 

not much by the military intelligence. And that's why I think the military were not so eager to 

move ahead. They had no independent information at that point, and were wary of KGB 

i assessments. The inter·agency situation was very interesting at that point and we need to learn 

more about it, in my opinion. Of course, we in the Ministry also had no information, except 

what the KGB provided. 

KOJ\fPLEKTOV: We should not allow ourselves to forget entirely that the Americans were. 

I believe. stepping up their activities in the area, especially in the north of Pakistan. This kind 

of thing was always used in conversations involving Ponamarev and his people to bolster their 

position. He found such information useful [laughter]. 

BLIGHT: 



GARTHOFF: as the 

March 

were carefully I But at least in the period- that is to say 

of local rep:rescmtsttlvt:s--fl.urJ::S the military advisory group and 

the all of recommended against the of Soviet forces. But 

things began to change, especially when [Pro-Soviet Afghan leader Nur Mohammed] Taraki was 

assassinated September. The Soviets at that point became much more concerned about the 

situation in Afghanistan. Certainly, they wished to get rid of [Haflzullah] Amin. But one reason 

that the military command--the Soviet General Staff--was opposed was that they believed that 

the intervention would become much more drawn out and much more difficult that many 

supposed. The intention was, from the beginning, to keep it as limited as possible and to end 

it as soon as possible. That led to the decision at the beginning of January to put on a ceiling 

of 50,000 troops. Somewhat later, I don't know just when, the ceiling was raised to 108,000, 

but that was the maximum. Our estimates of 120,000 were pretty close to that But they did 

hold to that ceiling, unlike what we did in Vietnam. 

KOMPLEKTOV: Well, we are talking about Afghanistan. Of course, it's quite clear that 

nuswres were made by our country. This cannot be denied. But, as I said before, no matter 

r•nort1 to 

was a were 
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,LUJ,J.V'-''"'u'IU.>J! as well The longer we stayed. 

what are we doing? Vlhat are you--what is 

so with troops. 

more emotional it got, as you know. But now. 

The bloody war 

going on. It is a terrible situation. The United Nations said "we won't stay in there. in 

Afghanistan." But we should still be concerned-our two nations-about Afghanistan. right now. 

Maybe this is something we should think about, that we should talk about, after this colloquium. 

Don't we--the United States and Russia-don't we have some interests in improving stability 

there? Don't we have some responsibilities there, after all of our involvement? 

SHULMAN: I have two sets of observations: one having to do with the events leading up to 

the invasion of Afghanistan and the other dealing with the U.S. reaction to it. My impression 

was that during the summer of 1979, especially from mid-summer on, a series of major study 

groups--! believe at least three of them--went to Afghanistan from Moscow. led mostly by 

military people. The last big one was--who was it who was the chief of the armed forces? 

GARTH OFF: Pavlovsky. Ivan Pavlovsky. Commander-in-chief of ground forces. 

SHULMAN: thank Pavlovsky. 

were 

aware at 

situation. You had 



over. 

of Soviet o.utuAl>l::.AU<Ul 

took control. 

to Kabul and in a shoot-out Amin 

...,..,, .. ..,,. ... ~man. a nationaru:t. and be mll!ne<CWl'tel'*f U,>;;>tucu~u>;;>u the 

Kabul. Amin seemed to be a very 

As Amin was taking control. the BltutatuJn was deteriorating--the suu:anc,n was becoming 

very violent.. very unstable. These study groups were looking into what could be done to 

stabilize the situation. The last study group. I believe. fanned out to the major centers. even to 

Iraq and elsewhere. in search of solutions to the growing instability. There was deep concern 

about the fundamentalist movement. In any case. it appeared to me at the time that what the 

Soviets were faced with was a range of options: from a minimum response--beefmg up the 

military assistant groups-- and a maximum response--a major invasion with a million-plus forces 

required; and then something in between--which was. I think. what was settled on. The 

immediate goal appeared to be taking the five major communication centers, securing them, and 

then rebuilding the Mghan forces to enable them to complete the pacification elsewhere. 

Taking control of the five major communication centers was. I think. viewed as a kind 

of "insurance." They thought they could do this in a matter of a few months. and then get out 

quickly, before a big brouhaha developed in response to the action--they thought they could get 

out of 

at 



in terms of local significance'? 

to prevent ~'~*"'"'"'"r'u"'n" of the situation Afghanistan deterioration might have 

had serious adverse consequences for the Soviet This is the way l tended to view 

Or was as argued. part of a broader strategic offensive, one consistent with the so--

called "arc of idea put forward by Brzezinski'? This was illustrated dramatically at 

the time on the cover of magazine, which showed mows from the Soviet Union running 

to all of the oil-producing areas of the Middle Bast The idea was that the invasion of 

Afghanistan was part of an offensive to secure the Straits of Hormuz, to cut off our access to 

Arab oil fields, our access to Africa, and so on. There was an animated debate within the 

administration. And it divided people in the same way that I spoke about earlier, in a more 

I general context. As in all such cases, analytical judgments were driven and colored by one's 

assessment of Soviet intentions. I remember some of those discussions. They were very intense. 

We had seen this kind of debate before, after the invasion by the North Koreans of South 

Korea in June 1950. The same questions were raised within the government: was this action to 

be understood as a local event. concerned primarily with control of the Korean peninsula'? Or 

was it to be seen as merely the first wave of a general offensive? As we know. a consensus 

arose that the North Korean invasion was to be seen as part of a general offensive and this was 

what. fact. propelled the subsequent discussion in NATO. 

I a of July in Europe 

summer 

but he was Korea 

countries. ensued an a1mn cottcermnta; Germany and the defense of Germany. This, in 



the 

NATO. 

and then Witnm 

rearmament of 

Council 

and then the 

So. we had the case of Korea and the case of Afghanistan. Similar debates occurred 

'""''"'" the U.S. and Western governments, but the led to quite different poJJ.Cte~ 

Let me point out one other parallel between the Korean and Afghan cues: the lack of clarity on 

the part of the U.S. regarding whether or not a given area was of primary interest. We all recall 

Truman's and Acheson's misleading signals in this regard in 1950. Well. in the Afghan case. 

we had not reacted forcefully in April of 1978 at the time of the overthrow. when the pro-Soviet 

Taraki took over. We had not declared at the time that events in this area of the world fell, in 

our view, within our circle of primary interests. 

One final point of commonality between the Korean and the Afghan cases. In 1950, 

Korea was not initially regarded as falling within our central interests. In 1979. Afghanistan 

certainly did not fall, by anyone's stretch of the imagination. within our primary interests. Even 

strong advocates of the "arc of crisis" argument did not believe it did. Rather, in each case. it 

was the nature of the aggression, the nature of the act itself, that met with almost uniform 

disapproval, within the Truman and Carter Administrations. So. in the case of Afghanistan, even 

those who rejected the broader "arc of interpretation-and I was one--nevertheless 

at some of them. Why? Because us J.Uu~ou:.Lu •• 

as a matter 

It was some 



BLIGHT: 

last word to 

are to give 

Well. Mark'? 

BLIGHT: Motion carried [laughter]. As an added incentive for Mark to exercise his gift of 

perspicacity. I direct your attention to the windows, through which you will see the sun about 

to set on the beautiful grounds here at Pocantico. As soon as Mark gives us the last word, I 

encourage all of you to get up, stretch your legs and find a good spot from which to watch the 

sun set over the hills. 

DOBRThTJN: So, everything depends on Mark. How long will you keep us, Mr. Director 

[laughter]? 

BLIGHT: You carry an enormous amount of responsibility on your shoulders, Mark. Take it 

away. 

GARRISON: yes, it a lot of responsibility. When I asked just a second, I was not 

But, I 

to come to 

to 

that, we 



why But 

I wonder be another parallel to Korea. That of course is this: other 

.,.,~>-'"""" Soviet smt~-Cillan know ahead of time how strongly we would feel about a given 

I guess I would like to ask a question of Viktor. because he was, in many ways. my 

counter-part then in Moscow. I had a feeling that along about the middle of December. when 

was already some concern in Washington-quite a bit of concern, actually--about what was 

beginning to develop in Afghanistan. I wondered then, and I still wonder, whether it meant 

anything to you that at that particular point you got a letter to Brezhnev from Carter, not on 

Afghanistan, but about Kampuchea--something about the border between Thailand and 

Kampuchea. I look back on the period, wondering what your side was thinking. Did you feel 

as if you could ignore our complaints and warnings about Afghanistan because, while you were 

hearing about it at the Shulman level or at the Garrison level, you still hadn't heard anything 

from President Carter about this? 

KOMPLEKTOV: That is a good question. You know. it is hard to tell whether something that 

didn't do is related to soinet:ll.n'!tg we But I am 

events we 

were on all time. it is 



don't know--before 

or...,..,""""".'"'"""" 1979. I don't remember any meetings between Vance and Gromyko or 

we discussed Afghanistan. I mean: no specifiCally to talk 

about Afghanistan. None in your mission. None in our in our LUJJJ>:u .. •u On that. I am correct? 

GARRISON: I don't remember any off-hand. 

KOMPLEKTOV: Well. this chronology son of gives the impression that the Afghan issue put 

a big shadow over Soviet-American relations in the Carter period as a whole. But it did not 

Until the beginning of the excursion into Afghanistan. we didn't know--I cenainly didn't know-

that this was such a big issue. I don't think anybody thought this on our side. That is why I do 

not quite agree with Bessmertnykh here: on his point that the people who made that decision 

really appraised correctly the possible world and U.S. reaction to the action in Afghanistan. I 

remember having some discussions with our people at the time--in December 1979--and there 

was an uproar about the U.S. reaction. Everybody said that we didn't expect any reaction more 

severe--stronger--than after the Czechoslovakia attack of '68. And it was completely unanticipat

ed at that time. No. the decision--the fundamental decision--was made sometime in October. I 

after the return of the Pavlovsky group Between that time and late 

I I mean. as 



BLIGHT: I see time hand. Since 

like to call on 

Tom? 

BLANTON: I'd like to add just one note of irony. Let's assume that, as Viktor said, the 

calculation among the decision makers was that the reaction to the invasion of Afghanistan would 

not be greater than the reaction to the Czechoslovak action in '68. It is therefore ironic that we 

were told (at one of Jim Hershberg's programs at the Wilson Center) by a retired State 

Department historian that Zbigniew Brzezinski specifically ordered a study of the Czechoslovak 

'68 invasion, and the U.S. reaction to it, at the time of the Afghan invasion. Brzezinski asked 

for it to be sent directly to him so he could read it immediately. The State Department historian 

indicated that Zbig had passed it on to President Carter. who had actually hand-annotated various 

side portions of the history with his own comments. The gist of many of the president's 

comments indicated that, in his view. the U.S. should have reacted more forcefully in 1968. 

HERSHBERG: And just to steal 10 seconds. Another question arises: whether the stronger~ 

than-expected response to Afghanistan had anything to do with the fact that the Soviets did not 

following year, 1980. when 

BLIGHT: It is now I 

all 

years a of See all at dinner. 




